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A model called searchfor ideas in associative memory (SIAM) is proposed to account

for various researchfindings in the area ofgroup idea generation. The model assumes
that idea generation is a repeated searchfor ideas in associative memory, which pro-
ceeds in 2 stages (knowledge activation and idea production), and is controlled
through negativefeedback loops and cognitivefailures (trials in which no idea is gen-
erated). We show that (a) turn taking (production blocking) interferes with both stages

of the process; (b) ideas suggested by others aid the activation ofproblem-relevant
knowledge; and (c) cognitive failures are important determinants of brainstorming
persistence, satisfaction, and enjoyment. Implicationsfor group decision making and
group recall are discussed.

Much of our working lives are spent in groups, and
small group task performance has traditionally been an
important topic for psychological research. Many stud-
ies have addressed the conditions under which groups
are more versus less effective than individuals (see
Kerr & Tindale, 2004, for a recent review). In general,
this research has shown that groups can be effective,
but that there are various problems associated with
group work, such as motivation and coordination prob-
lems (Steiner, 1972), biased information sharing
(Stasser & Titus, 1987), and an increased vulnerability
to some cognitive biases and errors (Kerr, MacCoun, &
Kramer, 1996).

One task that is often performed in groups is idea
generation. Idea generation is one of the first stages of
problem solving or decision making, in which poten-
tial solutions, decision alternatives, or hypotheses are
generated (Osborn, 1953). Thus, teams of designers
might generate ideas about new products (Sutton &
Hargadon, 1996); teams of scientists might generate
research hypotheses (Dunbar, 1995); or management
teams might generate ideas on how to make their orga-
nization function more effectively (West & Anderson,
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1996). Most people believe that idea generation is best
performed in groups and presume that interaction with
other people stimulates their creativity (e.g., Paulus,
Dzindolet, Poletes, & Camacho, 1993). However, con-
trolled research has consistently shown that people
produce fewer ideas and ideas of lower quality when
they work in a group as compared with when they work
alone (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987; Mullen, Johnson, &
Salas, 1991). Thus, contrary to popular belief, group
interaction inhibits the ideation process.

The counterintuitive finding that groups are less ef-
fective idea generators than individuals has stimulated
much research investigating the causes of this effect
and ways to improve group idea generation. In this arti-
cle, our aim is to review and integrate the research liter-
ature on group ideation (see for earlier reviews: Lamm
& Trommsdorff, 1973; Paulus, Dugosh, Dzindolet,
Coskun, & Putman, 2002; Stroebe & Diehl, 1994).
Much of the early research has considered social-moti-
vational factors, such as social comparison processes,
evaluation apprehension, and free riding (e.g., Paulus
& Dzindolet, 1993; Stroebe & Diehl, 1994). In con-
trast, we take a social-cognitive approach. We argue
that idea generation is a cognitive task and that various
effects of group interaction on performance can be in-
terpreted as either cognitive stimulation or cognitive
interference effects. Our social-cognitive approach
entails specifying the cognitive processes underlying
idea generation at the individual level and deriving
hypotheses about how these individual level cognitive
processes are affected by group interaction.
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More specifically, we argue that there are strong
parallels between idea generation and free recall. We
use findings and theories from memory retrieval re-
search, most notably Raaijmakers and Shiffrin's
(1981) search of associative memory (SAM) model, to
develop a model of idea generation that specifies how
individual group members generate ideas. That model
is called search for ideas in associative memory
(SIAM).' We use this model to derive predictions on
how "the group affects the mind" to cause cognitive
stimulation and interference. Although some previous
theorizing about group ideation has considered cogni-
tive factors (Brown, Tumeo, Larey, & Paulus, 1998;
Nagasundaram & Dennis, 1993), this is the first sys-
tematic application of an existing memory model to the
group ideation process.
We first give an overview of the research findings in

the field of group idea generation. We then describe the
most comprehensive cognitive model ofgroup ideation
to date, the Brown et al. (1998) matrix model. We sug-
gest that this model has some shortcomings and argue
that it is useful to apply models of memory retrieval to
group ideation. We next describe our SIAM model.
Specific predictions are derived from SIAM and are
contrasted with predictions derived from the matrix
model. We discuss recent findings that are consistent
with SIAM. In particular, we explain some of the more
robust findings in the group idea generation literature
and show that these have common cognitive underpin-
nings. In a final section, we evaluate our model.

Group Idea Generation:
A Review of the Literature

Basic Findings

In the 1950s, Alex Osborn (1953), an advertising
executive, suggested brainstorming as a method to im-
prove the creativity of groups. To prevent premature
evaluation of ideas and stimulate a more creative ap-
proach to problems, Osborn suggested that (a) empha-
sis during idea generation should be on quantity and
not on quality of ideas, (b) participants should be en-
couraged to come up with unusual ideas, (c) they
should combine and improve their ideas, and (d) criti-
cism should be ruled out during idea generation, and
evaluation of ideas should be deferred to a later stage of
the problem solving process. Further, he argued that
when these rules are applied "the average individual
can think up twice as many ideas when working with a

IGoldstone (1994) has previously used the acronym SIAM in his
similarity, interactive activation, and mapping model. We initially
were unaware of that model. We had used SIAM in previous articles
(Nijstad et al., 2002, 2003), so we did not change the name of our
model.

group than when working alone" (Osborn, 1957, p.
229).

The principles suggested by Osborn do indeed en-
hance idea generation. Thus, an emphasis on quantity
has a positive effect on the number of ideas produced
(Christensen, Guilford, & Wilson, 1957), and quantity
and quality of ideas are strongly correlated (Stroebe &
Diehl, 1994). Further, ruling out criticism has a posi-
tive effect on the average quality of ideas (Bartis,
Szymanski, & Harkins, 1988), and brainstorming in-
structions in general enhance the generation of ideas
(Parnes & Meadow, 1959). However, as mentioned
earlier, the prediction that brainstorming is best per-
formed in groups has not received support. Taylor,
Berry, and Block (1958) performed the first test
of Osborn's prediction. They compared four-person
groups with so-called nominal groups, consisting of
four individuals who worked alone. The nonredundant
ideas of the nominal groups were pooled after the
brainstorming session to arrive at a measure of produc-
tivity when group interaction neither facilitated nor in-
hibited productivity. They found, contrary to Osborn's
prediction, that nominal groups generated many more
ideas than interactive groups. Thus, interactive groups
suffered a productivity loss, and the group process in-
hibited rather than stimulated idea generation. This re-
sult has since been replicated many times (see Diehl &
Stroebe, 1987). Based on a meta-analysis, Mullen et al.
(1991) could conclude that "productivity loss in brain-
storming groups is highly significant, and of strong
magnitude" (p. 18). The loss is relatively small for
dyads but increases rapidly with group size.

The finding that group interaction inhibits idea gen-
eration is even more interesting because people gener-
ally presume it to be stimulating. Thus, most people
believe group brainstorming to be more effective than
individual brainstorming, which is true in the United
States (Paulus et al., 1993), Europe (Stroebe, Diehl, &
Abakoumkin, 1992), and Japan (Homma, Tajima, &
Hayashi, 1995). Further, group members are more sat-
isfied with their performance than individuals, al-
though in fact they have generated fewer ideas (e.g.,
Nijstad, Stroebe, & Lodewijkx, 1999; Stroebe et al.,
1992). Perhaps because of this illusion of group pro-
ductivity (Paulus et al., 1993), group brainstorming
still is widely applied in organizations.

Causes of the Productivity Loss

In the last decades, much has become clear about
the causes of the productivity loss of brainstorming
groups. There is some evidence for the role of evalua-
tion apprehension. Despite the instruction not to criti-
cize ideas, group members still seem somewhat anx-
ious about sharing their ideas (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987),
which is especially true for shy people (Camacho &
Paulus, 1995). However, these effects are weak and do
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not contribute much to the productivity loss of groups.
Free riding or social loafing-the tendency to let other
group members do the work because one cannot indi-
vidually be held accountable for one's performance in
a group-does not contribute much to the effect either:
Making group members individually accountable for
their performance does increase productivity, but this
effect is relatively small (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987).

There is evidence for another motivational process,
called social matching: High-performing group mem-
bers have the tendency to match the rate of production
of low performing members (Camacho & Paulus,
1995; Paulus & Dzindolet, 1993). High performers ap-
parently do not want to compensate the lack of motiva-
tion or ability of others. Further, as a consequence of
evaluation apprehension, free riding, and other factors,
groups start out with a low rate of production. This may
result in low performance standards, which are main-
tained in the rest of the session. If group members ad-
here to these low standards, they will perform at a simi-
lar low level (irrespective of ability). As a result of
these processes, group productivity suffers (Paulus &
Dzindolet, 1993).

Most support, however, has been found for the role
of production blocking in the productivity loss of
idea-generating groups. Production blocking refers to
the fact that group members have to take turns when
expressing their ideas. Research has shown that when
people cannot express their ideas soon after they are
generated because they have to wait for their turns, pro-
ductivity strongly declines (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987,
1991). Obviously, individuals do not have this prob-
lem. Further, in larger groups production blocking is
exacerbated, and therefore large groups suffer a larger
productivity loss than small groups (and in dyads the
loss is minimal).

Two points should be noted. First, overhearing the
ideas of others is not necessary: Turn taking leads to
productivity losses even without communication
among group members (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987, 1991).
The effect therefore is not due to distraction caused by
overhearing others generate ideas. Second, at least for
relatively small groups, the effect is not due to restric-
tions in speaking time. For group members, speaking
time is shared, and group members may not have
enough speaking time available to express all their
ideas. However, Diehl and Stroebe (1991) restricted
speaking time of individuals to only a part of the ses-
sion while keeping session length and time to think
constant (like members of four-person groups, individ-
uals had 20 min to generate ideas, but could use only 5
min for speaking). This manipulation did not affect the
productivity of individuals, and the productivity loss of
groups was not reduced. This suggests that it is not
overall speaking time that is important, but the block-
ing effect occurs when people cannot express their
ideas at the time they choose.

If production blocking is the most important cause
of the productivity loss of brainstorming groups, it is to
be expected that eliminating production blocking will
bring productivity of interactive groups to the level of
nominal groups. This indeed is the case. It is possible
to eliminate blocking by using procedures that do not
require turn taking among group members. One of
these is electronic brainstorming (EBS), in which peo-
ple work at interconnected computers and can read one
another's ideas on their screens. Because every group
member can type simultaneously, production blocking
no longer is a problem. Research has shown that as a
result interactive EBS groups (with idea sharing) can
perform at least at the level of nominal groups
(Gallupe, Bastianutti, & Cooper, 1991). Further, when
production blocking is introduced in electronic groups
(e.g., by having group members take turns to type
ideas), a productivity loss is found similar to the loss in
verbal groups (Gallupe, Cooper, Grise, & Bastianutti,
1994; Paulus, Larey, Putman, Leggett, & Roland,
1996).

Can Ideas of Others Also Be
Stimulating?

Even more interesting is the finding that idea shar-
ing can lead to productivity gains: Groups with idea
sharing sometimes outperform nominal groups with-
out idea sharing. EBS studies have shown that espe-
cially large groups (nine or more members) can
achieve these gains (Dennis & Valacich, 1993;
Valacich, Dennis, & Connolly, 1994). More recently,
Dugosh, Paulus, Roland, and Yang (2000) have re-
ported productivity gains in EBS groups with four
members, but these gains were found only when group
members were explicitly instructed to pay close atten-
tion to the ideas of others because they would be tested
for recall of these ideas later on. This suggests that
other studies did not find productivity gains in small
EBS groups because participants did not pay attention
to ideas of others. Paulus and Yang (2000) have simi-
larly found productivity gains when using a writing
method ("brainwriting"). They had four-person groups
exchange their ideas on written notes in a round-robin
fashion and found that groups with idea sharing out-
performed those in which group members could not
read one another's ideas.

Researchers have also exposed individual partici-
pants to preselected ideas or idea categories. Dugosh et
al. (2000) had participants generate ideas while listen-
ing to an audiotape containing ideas generated by other
people and found that listening to the tape enhanced
performance. The stimulating effect, however, oc-
curred only when participants paid close attention to
the tape. Other researchers have exposed participants
to category labels (e.g., for the topic "how can your
university be improved," category labels such as "im-
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prove parking" and "improve facilities" were used).
Coskun, Paulus, Brown, and Sherwood (2000) found
(Experiment 1) that, in a 30 min session, offering 10
category labels once and simultaneously at the begin-
ning of the session (simultaneous condition) was less
effective than offering 1 new category every 3 min (se-
quential condition). The reason was that the less popu-
lar categories were explored more fully in the sequen-
tial condition, which enhanced performance especially
in the later stages of the session. In Experiment 2,
Coskun et al. found that offering only 2 categories was
not effective, whereas offering 10 categories was (also
see Dennis, Valacich, Connolly, & Wynne, 1996).

Diehl, Munkes, and Ziegler (2002) had individuals
generate ideas at a computer. They manipulated inde-
pendently whether participants could access category
labels (11 categories) and whether they could access
idea exemplars falling in that category, creating four
conditions: (a) no stimulation control, (b) category
stimulation only, (c) exemplar stimulation only, and (d)
both category and exemplar stimulation. Participants
could access category labels and/or ideas by clicking
on buttons on their screens. Diehl et al. found that both
the category labels and the idea exemplars were help-
ful, and more categories were surveyed in the three
conditions with stimulation than in the control condi-
tion. However, access to both labels and exemplars had
no extra stimulating value, and the number of catego-
ries surveyed was equal in the three experimental con-
ditions. Further, exemplars (but not category labels)
were detrimental to the generation of ideas within cate-
gories (fewer ideas per category). According to that
study, therefore, stimulation will occur only when
ideas of others give access to categories. However, idea
exemplars at the same time inhibit the generation of
ideas within categories.

The Illusion of Group Productivity

Researchers have also investigated why group
members are more satisfied with their performance
than individuals, although they have generated fewer
ideas (the illusion of group productivity). Stroebe et al.
(1992) argued that group members may be unable to
distinguish between ideas they have generated them-
selves and ideas generated by other group members.
This may lead to memory confusion and an overesti-
mation of one's contribution to the group product, and
thus to high levels of satisfaction. In line with the mem-
ory confusion explanation, Stroebe et al. have found
that members of four-person groups claimed that no
less than 60% of the ideas generated in a group session
had also occurred to them. Further, they found that
group members were much less accurate than individu-
als in identifying ideas that really were suggested by
them.

Paulus et al. (1993) argued that social comparison
processes are responsible for the illusion of group pro-
ductivity. They presumed that group members com-
pare their performance with that of other members and
usually find that they have contributed similar numbers
of ideas. Consequently, they are quite satisfied with
their performance, although individuals who have
brainstormed alone are less satisfied. In support of this
explanation, Paulus et al. (1993) found that partici-
pants who worked individually but were provided with
performance information of a fellow participant rated
their performance more favorably than participants
who did not receive this information. Clearly, social
comparison processes contribute to the illusion of
group productivity.

Conclusion

All in all, considerable progress has been made in
the area of group idea generation. However, the pro-
cesses that mediate these effects are still poorly under-
stood. Thus, although production blocking has a large
negative effect on performance, it is not clear why
waiting for one's turn is so detrimental for idea produc-
tivity. For example, individuals may feel obliged to
continue idea generation for most of their allotted time,
whereas for group members speaking time is shared, so
they can relax and let others do the talking (Diehl &
Stroebe, 1987). Alternatively, ideas perhaps are forgot-
ten while group members wait for their turn (Diehl &
Stroebe, 1991). Similarly, access to ideas of others can
stimulate creativity, but it is not clear when these stim-
ulation effects will be found and why reading others'
ideas can be stimulating.

Toward a Cognitive Model
of Performance

in Idea-Generating Groups

Our aim is to integrate and explain the most impor-
tant phenomena of group idea generation, including
the blocking effect, the stimulating effects of idea shar-
ing, and the illusion of group productivity. To this end,
we take a social-cognitive approach, which is laid out
in this section. Before we turn to our SIAM model,
which is at the core of our approach, we first discuss
the most elaborate previous cognitive model of idea
generation, the Brown et al. (1998) matrix model.

The Matrix Model of Idea Generation

Brown et al. (1998) conceptualized long-term mem-
ory (LTM) as a semantic network in their matrix model
of idea generation. A semantic network is a collection
of interconnected nodes representing various concepts
(e.g., Anderson, 1995). The degree of association be-
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tween nodes is represented as the strengths of the con-
nections. Once a particular node is activated (becomes
active in working memory), activation spreads to the
connected nodes, and nodes that are strongly con-
nected to the activated node have a higher probability
of being activated (Collins & Loftus, 1975). People are
assumed to sample ideas from this network and gener-
ate those ideas that are most strongly activated. After
generating an idea, activation spreads to related ideas,
and these ideas become activated and will be generated
next.

Because the semantic network of a brainstormer is
too complicated to model at the level of individual
ideas, Brown et al. (1998) model brainstormers at the
category level. They represent an individual
brainstormer as a category transition matrix. First, the
brainstormer generates an idea from one of n catego-
ries. Next, activation spreads to ideas connected to the
generated idea. The matrix consists of n rows, repre-
senting the n different categories from which an idea is
generated, and n + 1 columns, representing the follow-
ing idea. The cells on the diagonal of the matrix con-
tain the probability that an idea from a certain category
is followed by an idea from the same category (a cate-
gory repetition); the off-diagonal cells contain the
probability that an idea is followed by an idea from a
different category (a category change). The last (n + 1)
column gives the probability that no idea is generated
in the next time interval (the "null category"). Initially,
the probabilities on the diagonal are higher than the
off-diagonal probabilities because semantically related
ideas have stronger mutual ties. The probabilities in the
null category are low at the beginning of the session but
increase as more ideas are generated.

To deal with interactive brainstorming, Brown et al.
(1998) made two further assumptions. To model pro-
duction blocking, they assumed that when two or more
"group members" generate an idea in a certain time in-
terval, only one member can express this idea (who is
determined at random). The other(s) forget their ideas
when they cannot be expressed. Further, the idea gen-
erated at time t + 1 by person i no longer depends only
on the idea generated by person i at time t but also on
the idea expressed by a fellow group member at time t.
The weight given to each of these is dependent on the
amount of attention paid to the ideas of others (i.e., an
attention parameter).

Brown et al. (1998) have run a number of simula-
tions using the matrix model. A first result was that, be-
cause only one brainstormer can express his or her idea
in each time interval, the number of spoken ideas per
individual decreased with group size. However, the
number of internally generated ideas per brainstormer
increased with group size, but many ideas that could
not be expressed were forgotten. Thus, according to
this simulation, the blocking effect is due to idea for-
getting. A second result was that the number of spoken

190

ideas for an interactive pair increased with attention
paid to the ideas of the partner. Thus, stimulation from
ideas of others is possible, as long as group members
pay enough attention to one another.

In a later version of the matrix model, Coskun et al.
(2000) elaborated the model to include a working
memory (WM) system. WM is conceptualized as "the
set of currently active concepts" (p. 310), which might
be different for each individual brainstormer. Gener-
ated ideas are added to WM, and if another group
member speaks, that idea is added toWM as well. The
generated idea at time t + 1, in this new version of the
model, no longer depends only on the previously gen-
erated and/or expressed idea at time t but also on earlier
ideas that still are in WM. However, in each simulation
trial, the weights of the concepts in WM are reduced
through a decay parameter. Earlier ideas thus have less
influence on which idea is generated subsequently,
whereas later ideas receive more weight. Using this
new version of the model, Coskun et al. could effec-
tively deal with the effects of exposure to category la-
bels (which we described earlier).

The matrix model has several admirable features.
The category transition matrix offers a relatively sim-
ple conceptualization of idea generation. The model
can also deal with interactive brainstorming and may
offer explanations for some of the phenomena of group
brainstorming. However, there are two fundamental
problems with the matrix model. First, the model has
no rules to determine the values of the category transi-
tion probabilities. Thus, n * (n + 1) transition probabili-
ties have to be estimated from empirical data or arbi-
trary values have to be assigned. This issue takes on
some importance because Brown et al. (1998) show in
their simulations that the choice of specific probabili-
ties can have a large effect on performance: "Conver-
gent" brainstormers, who had high within-category
transition probabilities (they were likely to stick to a
category), were much less productive than "divergent"
brainstormers, who had low within-category transition
probabilities (they were more likely to switch catego-
ries). Thus, the model is sensitive to changes in cate-
gory transition probabilities and has no theoretical
rules to determine their values.
A second problem is that the matrix model is rather

shallow on the cognitive processes underlying idea
generation. It assumes that ideas can be retrieved from
an associative network and that activation then spreads
to connected ideas. However, ideas often are new solu-
tions to a problem that cannot be directly retrieved
from memory. Further, spreading of activation is an au-
tomatic process that lacks cognitive control, but within
the brainstorming paradigm not every response is
equally valid. Instead, ideas need to be relevant to the
problem under consideration. Therefore, the genera-
tion of ideas must be controlled, a task which will re-
quire WM capacity. To conclude, although the matrix
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model has some promising features, it also has some
shortcomings.

Free Recall and Idea Generation

Our aim is to develop a model that deals with these
shortcomings. This model is inspired by the extensive
empirical and theoretical work within the free recall
paradigm. In this section, we go into the parallels be-
tween free recall and idea generation to justify our ap-
plication of a memory retrieval model to group idea
generation.

Parallels at the individual level. Recall of
learned items differs from idea production because
(most) ideas cannot be directly retrieved from memory
but are new solutions that have to be generated. Never-
theless, theories and findings of free recall can provide
insight in the process of idea generation. The reason is
that ideas cannot be generated ex nihilo, but previously
stored knowledge must be used to generate new ideas
(cf. Amabile, 1983; Boden, 1990; Simonton, 2003).
Thus, although idea generation is a process of produc-
tion, it contains elements of retrieval: Previously stored
knowledge must be activated to use it for the genera-
tion of ideas.

The free recall paradigm is in several ways similar
to the brainstorming paradigm. In both cases, the num-
ber of responses is important (number of items recalled
vs. number of ideas produced), and there is no fixed or-
der in which responses must be given. However, the
range of possible responses is restricted: In free recall
only items that were presented during the learning trial
are "valid;" in idea generation only ideas that are rele-
vant to the problem are "valid." Of particular relevance
to idea generation is the free recall of categorized
words (i.e., the learned items can be classified in se-
mantic categories). Ifwe assume that ideas can be cate-
gorized as well, the reproduction of categorized lists
might be similar to the production of ideas.

Several empirical phenomena associated with free
recall have also been obtained in the brainstorming
paradigm. First, in free recall the number of items re-
called decreases over time: In every time interval fewer
items are recalled than in the previous interval, until an
asymptote is reached (e.g., Bousfield & Sedgewick,
1944). In brainstorming, performance also declines as
the session proceeds, and this decline is more rapid in
the early stages of the session (Diehl & Stroebe, 1991;
Kanekar & Rosenbaum, 1972). Second, in categorized
free recall, successive items are often from the same
semantic category (e.g., Gruenewald & Lockhead,
1980). In brainstorming, a similar semantic clustering
of ideas has been found (Diehl, 1991; Larey & Paulus,
1999). In free recall, these clusters are usually sepa-
rated temporally as well: The time between items in
two clusters on average is longer than the time between

items within clusters. Although this effect has not been
reported for brainstorming, it may occur there as well.
A phenomenon of particular interest in free recall is

the part-list cueing effect (Slamecka, 1968). Partici-
pants learn a list of words and reproduce these words
under two different conditions. In the control condi-
tion, participants simply recall as many words as they
remember. In the experimental condition, a random
subset of these words is offered as "retrieval cues."
Surprisingly, participants who do not receive cues out-
perform those who do receive cues. However,
Roediger (1974) has shown that when the number of
categories in categorized free recall is high, retrieval
cues can be helpful when cues give access to more cat-
egories than when no cues are given (and thus help to
recover categories, not items). However, if cues pro-
vide more information than necessary to retrieve cate-
gories, recall is impaired. This phenomenon may be re-
lated to brainstorming because ideas offered by fellow
group members may serve as retrieval cues for the
other members. It has consequently been argued that
the ideas of others should have effects similar to re-
trieval cues in the part-list cueing paradigm (Diehl,
199 1; Diehl et al., 2002). Indeed, Diehl et al. found that
exposure to ideas of others was helpful when they
made more idea categories accessible, whereas it in-
hibited the production of ideas within categories.

Parallels at the group level. Several studies have
investigated free recall in interactive groups. For exam-
ple, Weldon and Bellinger (1997) compared the perfor-
mance of three-person interactive and nominal groups
on a free recall task. They found that interactive groups
recalled fewer words (Experiment 1) and fewer propo-
sitional units from a story (Experiment 2) than did
equivalent size nominal groups. They labeled this find-
ing collaborative inhibition and drew parallels with the
productivity loss in brainstorming groups.2

Basden, Basden, Bryner, and Thomas (1997) ar-
gued that collaborative inhibition is caused by a disrup-
tion of individual retrieval strategies in a group context.
According to this explanation, each individual devel-
ops a retrieval strategy, which specifies the individu-
ally preferred organization of retrieval. When at the
same time other group members retrieve information,
the individual retrieval strategy is disrupted and is
abandoned for a less effective strategy. This should ex-
plain why group recall is inferior to pooled individual
recall.

2There is one important difference between these studies and the
traditional brainstorming paradigm. In the group recall studies, there
was no fixed time limit for recall, but participants continued until no
new items were remembered for 30 sec. In brainstorming studies,
participants usually get fixed time limits. There is evidence that the
productivity loss of brainstorming groups is reduced when no time
limits are given (Nijstad et al., 1999)-this is discussed in the Dis-
cussion section of the article.
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In four experiments, Basden et al. (1997) found evi-
dence for a disruption of individual retrieval strategies
during group recall using lists of categorized words. In
Experiment 1, they found that interactive three-person
groups recalled fewer words than nominal groups
(pooled recall of three individuals who worked alone).
Moreover, they computed the adjusted ratio of cluster-
ing (ARC), a measure for the organization ofrecall (see
Roenker, Thompson, & Brown, 1971). At maximum
clustering, the ARC is 1.00, and an ARC of 0 implies
chance levels ofclustering. Basden et al. found that clus-
tering was higher for individuals (M = .66) than for
group members (M= .24). Collaboration thus interfered
with the individual organization of recall. Interestingly,
Diehl (1991) also found that clustering in idea genera-
tion was lower for group members than for individuals.
This finding was replicated in Experiment 2.

In Experiment 3, Basden et al. (1997) eliminated the
performance difference between interactive and nomi-
nal groups. They had interactive and nominal groups
recall items from six categories. Half of the partici-
pants were instructed to only recall items from two of
the six categories, leaving the other four categories to
the other two group members. In this situation, interac-
tive groups recalled as many items as did nominal
groups. However, the collaborative inhibition effect
was present when all group members recalled items
from all six categories. Apparently, participants' re-
trieval strategies were not disrupted when each group
member recalled items from different categories.
Finally, in Experiment 4, they had participants recall
items category by category. Thus, they first had to ex-
haust one category before switching to the next. This
should reduce collaborative inhibition because there
should be no switching between categories and thus no
disruption of retrieval strategies. Results were in line
with these predictions.

To conclude, group recall is less effective thanpooled
individual recall, a finding that is similar to the produc-
tivity loss found in brainstorming groups. Further, the
effect appears to be due to a disruption in the organiza-
tion ofrecall of individual group members. However, at
this point, one thing remains unclear. In these studies,
members ofinteractive groups had to take turns to recall
items while at the same time they could overhear each
other. Collaborative inhibition might thus either result
from production blocking (waiting for one's turn) or
from overhearing other participants. We return to this in
the Discussion section of the article.

SIAM

Because ofthe parallels between free recall and idea
generation, models of memory retrieval might be fruit-
fully applied to better understand (group) idea genera-
tion. In this section, we use Raaijmakers and Shiffrin's
(1981) SAM model of memory retrieval (also see

Raaijmakers, 1993) to develop our SIAM model of
idea generation. As an example to clarify different con-
structs, we use a brainstorming session about the topic
"how can the number of tourists visiting your city be
increased."

Basic assumptions. SIAM assumes two mem-
ory systems: LTM and WM. LTM is assumed to be es-
sentially permanent and has unlimited capacity. It is a
richly interconnected network, with numerous levels,
categories, and associations. Like SAM, SIAM as-
sumes thatLTM is partitioned into images (no visual or
spatial representation is implied). Images are knowl-
edge structures that consist of a central concept and a
number of features of that concept or associations with
that concept. For example, the image "hotel" has fea-
tures such as "has rooms," "has a lobby," and "is expen-
sive." Images have fuzzy boundaries, may overlap to a
considerable degree, and have mutual associations.
The image of "hotel" may, for example, be associated
with the image "restaurant."
WM has limited capacity and functions as a tempo-

rary storage system. Conscious operations, such as re-
hearsal, recognition, and decision making take place in
WM. Following Baddeley and Hitch (1974; Baddeley,
1986, 1990), we assume three subsystems of WM: the
central executive, the phonological loop (to tempo-
rarily store auditory and verbal information), and the
visuo-spatial sketchpad (to temporarily store visual in-
formation). The central executive is involved in tasks
that require attention and in the activation of material
that has previously been stored in LTM (Baddeley,
1996; also Cinan, 2003). The other two systems are as-
sumed to be "slave systems" of the central executive.
The three subsystems are limited in capacity.

Like SAM, SIAM assumes a repeated search pro-
cess in associative LTM. The most important assump-
tion is that this search process proceeds in two stages.
Because ideas cannot be generated without reference
to prior knowledge, the first stage is the activation of
knowledge in LTM. To activate knowledge means that
images from LTM are temporarily stored inWM (WM
may also be conceptualized as the active part of LTM;
e.g., Baddeley, 1996). It is assumed that only one im-
age may be active (in WM) at the same time (cf. Cantor
& Engle, 1993; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). In the
second stage, the features of the image are used to gen-
erate ideas by combining knowledge, by forming new
associations, or by applying knowledge to a new do-
main (cf. Mednick, 1962; Simonton, 2003). For exam-
ple, one might generate the idea of making hotels less
expensive by combining one's knowledge about fea-
tures of the image "hotel" ("is expensive") with knowl-
edge about tourists ("like cheap accommodation").

Similar to SAM, SIAM assumes that knowledge ac-
tivation is cue dependent and probabilistic. A search
cue is generated in WM, and this cue is used to activate
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images in LTM. In SAM, contextual cues (cues present
during learning) and previously recalled items are used
as cues. SIAM assumes that the problem definition is
an important cue because activated knowledge must be
relevant to the brainstorming problem. Previously gen-
erated ideas can also be added to the search cue, and
other cues may be generated through "event sampling"
(thinking about one's own previous experiences, e.g.,
about one's experiences as a tourist). Which image
is sampled depends on the associations between the
search cue and the features of the image. The accessi-
bility of images thus depends on which search cue
is being used (cf. Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966). The
sampling of images is presumed to be sampling with
replacement.

SIAM further assumes that when an image is acti-
vated it will be more strongly associated with the ele-
ments of the search cue, which makes it more likely that
the same image is sampled again. Similarly, after an idea
is generated, it will be more strongly associated with the
image from which it is generated and with the elements
of the search cue. Following SAM, this is called incre-
menting. Finally, similar to SAM, we assume that the
process of idea generation is controlled through nega-
tive feedback loops and cognitive failures. People moni-
tor their cognitive processes and keep track ofinstances
in which they were unable to activate (new and relevant)
knowledge or generate (new) ideas. These failures serve
as input in a negative feedback loop.

A description of SIAM. A conceptual flowchart
of SIAM is presented in Figure 1 (cf. Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1981, Figure 2 and Figure 3, pp. 97-98). Ac-
cording to the model, the production of ideas is a con-
trolled, associative process that proceeds in two stages.
The two stages are represented by two feedback loops:
the image retrieval loop and the idea production loop.
In the first stage information is retrieved from LTM,
which is cue dependent and probabilistic. Because
knowledge must be relevant to the problem, the prob-
lem definition is used in the search cue. Further ele-
ments of a search cue may be obtained through event
sampling, as described previously. Because the re-
trieval of information is cue dependent, and a search
cue needs to be generated, it is presumed to be a rela-
tively effortful process involving the central executive
component of WM.

The result of this search is the activation of a lo-
calized set of information (i.e., image). When an im-
age has been retrieved from LTM, the features and as-
sociations of the image become accessible. When, for
example, thinking about attracting tourists to Amster-
dam, the image "canal" might be activated with its
features, such as "has bridges" and "has boats." These
features must be used to generate ideas. This is what
is done in the second stage of the process, the idea
production loop. It is assumed that one image has

several features and these features can be combined
with one another or with elements of the search cue
in different ways to produce one or more ideas. For
example, the feature "has bridges" may lead to the
idea of decorating these bridges. When a participant
has generated an idea, this idea must be temporarily
stored in WM, after which it can be articulated. The
participant will continue to generate ideas from the
same image as long as he or she is able to do so.
Using one image, successive ideas can be generated
relatively quickly because it is not necessary to acti-
vate new knowledge; these ideas will be semantically
related to one another. The generation of ideas using
the features of the image is presumed to be relatively
automatic (i.e., does not require much capacity of the
central executive component of WM). In this way, a
train of thought-a rapid and relatively automatic ac-
cumulation of semantically related ideas-may arise.
When a number of ideas have been generated, it

will become harder to generate new ideas using the
same image because it will be more likely that an
idea that has already been mentioned is generated
again. This likelihood increases further because of in-
crementing: When an idea has been generated, it is
assumed to be more strongly associated with the
problem, the search cue, and the image from which it
has been generated. This will increase the chance that
a particular idea is generated again (cf. fixation ef-
fects, e.g., Smith, 2003).3 Generating the same idea
again or failing to generate an idea will be called a
failure. These failures are monitored and serve as in-
put in a negative feedback loop. When the number of
failures exceeds a stop criterion, the participant will
leave the idea production loop. He or she will try to
activate a new image using a new search cue. In this
new cue, one or more recently generated ideas may
be incorporated. However, in some cases the partici-
pant may also fail to activate a new image. These fail-
ures are monitored as well. When a stop criterion in
the image retrieval loop is reached (i.e., when a num-
ber of successive searches are unsuccessful), the pro-
cess will be terminated because it is becoming more
difficult to generate additional ideas, and the impres-
sion arises that not many additional ideas can be gen-
erated. This negative feedback procedure is similar to
the one employed by SAM.

3The generation of "old" ideas might be one reason why produc-
tivity declines in the course of a session: Old ideas are strongly con-
nected to the problem and have a high probability of being generated
again. As with fixation effects in problem solving (Smith &
Blankenship, 1989) and recall (Smith & Vela, 1991), time off the
task ("incubation") might resolve these problems because during
off-task time activation of earlier ideas may decline. Indeed, there is
some evidence that short breaks during brainstorming enhance per-
formance considerably and prevent the usual sharp decline of perfor-
mance over time (Paulus et al., 2002).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of SIAM.

SIAM versus the matrix model. SIAM and the
matrix model are similar in the sense that associative
processes are assumed to underlie idea generation.
There are two important differences. First, whereas the
matrix model emphasizes the structural properties of
associative networks through the category transition
matrix, SIAM emphasizes active search processes. The
idea generation process in SIAM is more active, con-
trolled, and effortful because knowledge activation is
assumed to rely on search cues and the central execu-
tive component ofWM. The matrix model, in contrast,
assumes passive and automatic spreading of activation.
As will be clear, this leads to divergent predictions on a
number of issues. Second, the search process in SIAM
is controlled through cognitive failures and negative
feedback. Although cognitive failures can be modeled
through the null category of the matrix model, Brown
et al. (1998) do not theorize about the role of failures.

In the following sections, we use SIAM to gen-
erate specific and testable predictions about idea

generation at the individual level and the group
level.4 We argue that some of these predictions
would not be made by the Brown et al. (1998) ma-
trix model. We also describe recent evidence that is
consistent with SIAM. First, we describe results
pertaining to individual idea generation. Then, we

4We should note two things. First, we describe a research pro-
gram of almost a decade, in which findings have sometimes led us
to revise our theory. What we present here is the current state of
the theory. Second, we have not quantified SIAM in a simulation
model. Because there are no a priori limitations to the number of
ideas that are possible for a brainstorming topic, it is impossible to
establish the strength of interidea associations. In SAM, the
strengths of the associations between items are based on presenta-
tion time during learning. Because in idea generation there is no
prior learning trial, a similar procedure is not possible. The matrix
model partly solves this issue by modeling intercategory associa-
tions rather than interidea associations. However, the model has no
rules to specify the category transition probabilities. It is unclear
how to solve this problem, and we chose not to quantify SIAM.
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describe how group interaction affects these indi-
vidual level processes.

Testing SIAM I: Individual Idea
Generation

SIAM is a model of individual level idea genera-
tion. Although we are eventually interested in the ex-
planation of group level phenomena, it is important to
first establish whether SIAM's predictions are con-
firmed at the individual level. In this section, we test
two classes of predictions: clustering in idea genera-
tion, and the role of failures.

Semantic and Temporal Clustering

Methodological considerations. SIAM assumes
that that one image can be used to produce different
ideas employing the features of that image. The result-
ing ideas will be semantically related and can be gener-
ated relatively quickly because no new image needs to
be activated. Unfortunately, it is not possible to directly
observe the activation of images. However, it is possi-
ble to code ideas into semantic categories using a pre-
defined category system. We assume that when two
successively generated ideas are coded in the same cat-
egory, they are generated from the same image. Al-
though this operationalization is imperfect (ideas
might be generated from the same image but may be
coded in different categories, or vice versa), this would
generally only lead to an increase in measurement er-
ror and a conservative test of our hypotheses.

We have used two category systems (for two differ-
ent topics) that were developed by Diehl (1991). In
these category systems, a number of subgoals are
crossed with a number ofmeans to achieve these goals,
resulting in a goal-by-means matrix of semantic cate-
gories. One category system is concerned with the en-
vironment ("what can people do to preserve the envi-
ronment"). It consists of 10 goals (e.g., "reduce water
use or pollution," "protect animals and plants") and
five means (e.g., "consumption," "organization and ac-
tion"), resulting in 50 categories. When categorized, it
can be established whether an idea is a category repeti-
tion (it is coded in the same category as the previous
idea) or change (it is coded in a different category).
Presumably, category repetitions reflect that ideas
were generated from the same image. Further, one can
compute a number of additional measures, such as the
ARC (Roenker et al., 1971). Figure 2 illustrates the dif-
ferent measures we use in this article.

Hypotheses. Our first hypothesis is that succes-
sively generated ideas often are semantically related
(i.e., when they are generated from the same image).
Thus, there should be semantic clustering in idea pro-
duction, and an idea from one semantic category
should more often be followed by an idea from the
same category (a category repetition) than would be
expected according to chance (Hi). The matrix model
would also make this prediction because it assumes
that semantically related ideas have relatively strong
mutual ties, and that therefore category repetitions are
more likely than category changes.
A second prediction is that on average it takes less

time to generate semantically related ideas than it takes

Category changes

Category'Iepe~tsons

Category repetitions

Figure 2. A hypothetical sequence of ideas. In this hypothetical sequence of ideas, each box represents an idea, whereas each different
pattern represents a different semantic category. In this example, 10 ideas have been generated. This is our measure ofproductivity. Four
of these ideas represent category repetitions because they are coded in the same category as the previous idea. There are six semantic
clusters, separated from each other by category changes (an idea is coded in a different category than the previous one). To illustrate our
finding that category repetitions are faster than changes, we used shorter distances between boxes for category repetitions than for cate-
gory changes. The average cluster length in this case is 10 ideas divided by 6 clusters = 1.67. In total, four different categories have been
used in the example, and this is our measure of idea diversity (number of categories sampled at least once). Dividing the number of ideas
by the number of categories results in a within-category fluency (the average number of ideas per category, 2.5 in this case). Finally, the
Adjusted Ratio of Clustering (ARC) can be computed (see Roenker et al., 1971, for the formula), and the ARC is .50 in this case.
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to generate semantically unrelated ideas. Before a cate-
gory change (drawing an idea from a different category
than the previous idea), a new search cue has to be de-
veloped, and a new search of memory is necessary.

This will take some time and makes category changes
slower than category repetitions (H2). The matrix
model would probably not make this prediction (al-
though it is not explicit on this) because it assumes that
ideas are directly activated through spreading of acti-
vation. When activation directly spreads to ideas in an-

other category (or to ideas in the same category), there
is no reason to expect response latency differences for
category repetitions and changes.

Our reasoning further implies that it is more effi-
cient to have high levels of clustering (many category
repetitions) and to switch categories only if necessary.
Especially returning to a previously used category im-
plies more category changes than "depleting" the cate-
gory in one go. Because category changes are slower,
more switching between categories will lead to fewer
ideas being generated within the same time interval.
Thus, everything else being equal, clustering should be
positively correlated with production (e.g., the number
of ideas; H3). The matrix model would not make this
last prediction but would even make the opposite pre-

diction, that clustering is negatively associated with
productivity (also see Larey & Paulus, 1999). In the
matrix model, higher levels of clustering can only be
modeled with relatively high within-category transi-
tion probabilities. Because probabilities must add to
one, the between-category transition probabilities nec-

essarily are lower, which makes category switches less
likely. As a result, some categories become less acces-

sible, and fewer ideas are generated in those categories.
Indeed, Brown et al.'s (1998) simulations show that
relatively high within-category transition probabilities
lead to fewer category changes (i.e., higher clustering)
and to fewer ideas than relatively low within-category
transition probabilities. This suggests that, according
to the matrix model, clustering is negatively associated
with productivity (although Brown et al. do not explic-
itly make this prediction).

Results. Table 1 lists the results from four differ-
ent experiments, taken from Nijstad, Stroebe, and
Lodewijkx (2002, 2003). In these studies, individuals
worked at a computer terminal. They were asked to
generate as many ideas as possible in a 20-min session.
We used topics such as the previously mentioned envi-
ronment problem and the health problem ("what can

everybody do to improve or maintain one's own

health"). Table 1 shows only the data from our control
group participants-the other results are described
later-and these participants simply generated ideas
without further instructions or additional manipula-
tions. As can be seen, the different studies resulted in
very similar findings. First, in all studies the ARC was
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positive and significantly different from zero, ranging
from .20 to .41 (chance clustering would imply an

ARC of zero).5 Thus, there is evidence for semantic or-

ganization in idea production, confirming Hi. Second,
response latencies of category repetitions were shorter
than those of category changes. This was true in all
studies, the difference ranging from about 6 sec to 12
sec. This is consistent with H2. Third, in all studies, the
ARC was positively correlated with production (the
number of ideas generated), and correlations were

moderate to high, ranging from .41 to .71, which sug-

gests that H3 is confirmed as well. It should be noted
that this is not an artifact because the ARC is mathe-
matically independent of the number of ideas gener-

ated. Thus, our data supports SIAM's predictions, and
there is semantic as well as temporal clustering in idea
generation. Further, higher levels of clustering are as-

sociated with higher productivity (more ideas).
For these effects, we also conducted meta-analyses

using the Hedges and Olkin (1985) approach. We used
DSTAT 1.11 (Johnson, 1989) to compute Cohen's d,
and a 95% confidence interval around d. We also com-
puted the homogeneity statistic Q,. A significant Q,
indicates that effect sizes differ across observations.
With an effect size of .80 or higher considered large
(e.g., Rosenthal, 1995), all our effect sizes were large
(see Table 1). Moreover, none of the confidence inter-
vals contained zero, and none of the Qw statistics were
significant (all Qw < 5.00, p > .15). Thus, the four ob-
servations can be considered independent replications
of the same effects, and we can be confident that these
effects are not due to chance.

Cognitive Failures

Methodological considerations. According to
SIAM, cognitive failures are monitored throughout the
brainstorming session and play an important role. We
define failures as a failure to generate a new idea or ac-

tivate a new image while trying (see Figure 1). Failures
may consist of either generating no idea at all (or fail-
ing to activate a relevant image) or generating an idea
(or activate an image) that has already been mentioned
(activated). In our studies, we have measured cognitive
failures in our postexperimental questionnaires. This
was done with three items: "how difficult was it to keep
on generating ideas," "how often were you unable to
generate ideas," and "how often did an idea you previ-
ously generated occur to you again." In all our studies,
these items were positively intercorrelated and a com-

5These levels of clustering are not very high when compared
with clustering in free recall (Basden et al., 1997, found levels of
clustering of .60-70). However, categories used in free recall are se-
mantically more distinct (e.g., boy's names vs. animals) than are the
ideas we categorize. With shorter "semantic distance" between cate-
gories, category changes are more likely.
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posite scale yielded internal consistencies (Cronbach's
a) in the range of .61 to .73.
We deliberately measured failures subjectively,

whereas one could also measure failures in a more ob-
jective way. For example, one could measure how of-
ten a long silence occurred in a brainstorming session
and argue that longer silences imply failures. However,
during a silence participants may not have been ac-
tively trying to generate ideas (e.g., in a group, a person
may listen to another member). According to our defi-
nition of failures, it is essential that someone was try-
ing to generate ideas but failed. Nevertheless, our sub-
jective measure of failures should correlate with more
objective measures. This indeed is the case. We com-
puted the number of ideas produced in the last 4 min of
the session and correlated this with the item "how diffi-
cult was it to keep on generating ideas." We found cor-
relations of-.39 and -.35 in two different studies. Fur-
ther, in four studies we computed the number of ideas
with long response latencies (latencies of more than
one standard deviation above average response latency
in that study) and correlated this with the item "how of-
ten were you unable to generate ideas." The correla-
tions were .35, .38, .41, and .46. These results show
that our subjective measure is valid.

Hypotheses. We hypothesize that several aspects
of subjective task experience and performance are re-
lated to the (subjectively experienced) number of cog-
nitive failures. First, a brainstorming session will be
less enjoyable when a high number of searches result
in cognitive failures because experiencing large num-
bers of failures will be frustrating (H4). Second, when
high numbers of failures occur, the individual may
think that he or she is not performing well. Thus, fail-
ures should be negatively related to satisfaction (H5).
Third, throughout the session the number of failures
should rise, partly because more "old" ideas will be
generated (i.e., ideas that have already been men-
tioned). This rise in the number of failures will eventu-
ally lead to the impression that not many ideas are still
possible and thus to low expectancy (i.e., the belief that
investing additional effort will not lead to many more
ideas; cf. expectancy value theory, Vroom, 1964).
Thus, expectancy will be negatively related to failures
(H6). Finally, low expectancy (because of many suc-
cessive failures) will, in turn, lead to a tendency to end
the brainstorming task (H7; also see Figure 1).

Results. Table 2 lists the correlations between
our composite failures scale and three measures of sub-
jective task experience: task enjoyment ("how much
did you enjoy the brainstorming task"), expectancy
("how many ideas will you still be able to generate"),
and satisfaction ("how satisfied are you with your indi-
vidual performance"). The first four columns represent
the same studies as in Table 1, and the last two columns

are derived from Nijstad et al. (1999). In the latter stud-
ies, participants did not type their ideas but articulated
them aloud, and only those participants who worked
individually are included in the table (other results are
described following). As can be seen, correlations
were weakest (but consistent) for task enjoyment (-.18
to -.33), stronger for expectancy (-.18 to -.49), and
strongest for satisfaction (-.28 to -.59).6
We also conducted meta-analyses on these correla-

tions. Table 2 reports Cohen's d, and the 95% confi-
dence interval around d. In all cases, d was moderate to
high, and the confidence intervals did not include zero.
We also computed rho (p), which is the average corre-
lation (corrected for sample size) between the vari-
ables. For the correlation between failures and enjoy-
ment, rho was -.23, and the 95% confidence interval
was -.34 to -.12. For expectancy, rho was -.39 (-.65,
-.13), and for satisfaction it was -.40 (-.71, -.09). The
homogeneity statistic (i.e., Qw) was not significant for
enjoyment and expectancy (p > .10), but it was signifi-
cant for satisfaction, Q, = 1 1.20, p = .05. The large cor-
relation between failures and satisfaction in Nijstad et
al. (2003) Experiment 1 (r = -.59) was responsible for
this, and when this correlation was removed from the
set, Qw was no longer significant, QW = 3.79, p = .43.
For the five remaining studies, rho was -.36, and the
95% confidence interval was between -.59 and -.13. It
can be concluded that failures are associated with
lower task enjoyment, expectancy, and satisfaction,
and H4, H5, and H6 are confirmed. It should be noted,
though, that it is not possible to establish a causal rela-
tion from these correlations.

Further evidence for the role of failures comes from
the Nijstad et al. (1999) studies. Participants in those
studies were not given a time limit but could continue
brainstorming until they felt it was a good time to stop.
After they had stopped, we asked them to describe their
reasons for stopping. There may be different reasons
for ending the session, including "I was getting bored"
(e.g., Martin, Ward, Achee, & Wyer, 1993) or "I was
satisfied with my performance" (cf., Paulus &
Dzindolet, 1993). However, the reason that was men-
tioned most often (84.6% in Experiment 1; 81.3% in
Experiment 2) was "I was running out of ideas." After
some time it gets more difficult to generate ideas, and
the number of failures increases. This leads to low ex-
pectations to be able to generate additional ideas (low
expectancy). This is a powerful motive to end the task:
When asked to indicate how many ideas they thought

6The intercorrelations among these items were weak to moder-
ate, indicating that they do not represent a common underlying con-
struct. In general, satisfaction and enjoyment were positively corre-
lated (average r = .31). Enjoyment was not strongly correlated with
expectancy (average r = .15), and expectancy and satisfaction were
not strongly correlated either (average r = .14). Further, the correla-
tions presented in Table 2 do not exceed .60, indicating that failures
(empirically) are a distinct construct as well.
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NJSTAD AND STROEBE

they would still be able to generate on a 9-point scale
ranging from 1 (none at all) to 9 (very many), partici-
pants answered that they would not be able to generate
many additional ideas (Experiment 1:M = 1.96; Exper-
iment 2: M = 2.34). As can be seen in Table 2, expec-
tancy was correlated with failures. Although these re-
sults are correlational in nature, they do suggest that
failures may play an important role in the process of
idea generation and in the decision to end the session,
as was predicted in H7.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our predictions regarding individual
idea generation are supported. First, there appears to be
semantic and temporal clustering in idea generation:
Semantic clustering is higher than chance, and cate-
gory repetitions are quicker than category changes. As
a consequence, clustering is positively correlated with
productivity (number of produced ideas). We noted
that the Brown et al. (1998) matrix model would not
predict some of these effects. Second, cognitive fail-
ures (instances in which no new idea is generated) are
negatively correlated with task enjoyment, satisfac-
tion, and expectancy. Failures also appear to play a role
in the decision to end a brainstorming session: When
many failures occur, people have lower expectancy that
going on will lead to more ideas and therefore decide to
end the session. The Brown et al. matrix model is silent
about the role of failures. We thus conclude that SIAM
receives support at the individual level.

Testing SIAM II: Effects
of Communication on Cognition

SIAM is a model of individual level cognitive pro-
cesses. We propose that these individual level pro-
cesses are strongly affected by group interaction.
Using relatively simple assumptions, SIAM can be
used to derive specific predictions on the way group in-
teraction affects cognitive processes of group mem-
bers. In this section, we describe three ways in which
interaction affects cognitive processes and how this
process of mutual influence relates to group effective-
ness. We discuss the effects of mutual production
blocking, the effects of exposure to others' ideas, and
the effects of communication on cognitive failures.
First, however, we go into some additional assump-
tions that are necessary to apply SIAM to individuals
who work in groups.

Additional Assumptions

Two things change as a result of group interaction.
First, group members have to take turns to express their
ideas (i.e., production blocking). This implies that not

every idea can be immediately expressed, but that de-
lays arise between the generation and expression of
ideas. Second, participants overhear one another's
ideas. For the effects of these two factors on cognitive
processes of group members, we make the following
four assumptions:

1. Short-term forgetting: When a participant has
generated an idea but cannot express it immediately
(because someone else is talking), the idea needs to be
stored in WM. Based on findings from delayed recall
(e.g., Haarmann & Usher, 2001; Loftus, 1974), we as-
sume that the longer an idea has to be stored, the more
likely it becomes that the idea is forgotten.

2. Search inertia: When a participant is remember-
ing an idea, to express it later, he or she cannot activate
a new image because of limitations in WM. Thus, ei-
ther the idea is forgotten or no new search ofmemory is
possible.

3. Delay monitoring: The participant needs to
monitor delays to seize the opportunity to express
ideas when they occur. This task requires attention and
involves the central executive component of WM.

4. External cues: Ideas of others serve as external
cues and, provided that they are attended to, are auto-
matically added to the search cue to activate images in
WM (cf. SAM's modeling of experimenter provided
cues in the part-list cueing paradigm; Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1981).

Production Blocking: The Cognitive
Interference Hypothesis

Background. Production blocking (i.e., turn tak-
ing among group members) is an unintended yet inevi-
table consequence of communication in verbally inter-
acting groups. Production blocking seems to be the
major (but not the only) cause of the productivity loss
of groups. The effect does not seem to be due to dis-
traction caused by overhearing others' ideas because it
also occurs in the absence of communication among
group members (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987, 1991). The
blocking effect also does not appear to be due to insuf-
ficient time to express ideas in a group setting but
rather occurs when ideas cannot be expressed soon af-
ter they have been generated (Diehl & Stroebe, 1991).
This raises the question of what does cause the block-
ing effect.

There are several indications that the blocking ef-
fect is due to cognitive interference. Diehl and Stroebe
(1991) tried to make turn taking more predictable. Par-
ticipants could sign up on a speakers' list so they would
know when they could express their ideas. However, a
combination of this list and communication (through
headphones) led to fewer ideas, suggesting cognitive
overload when attention had to be divided among idea
generation, listening, and the speakers' list. In another
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study, Diehl and Stroebe (1991) provided participants
with notepads so they could write down their ideas to
not to forget them while they were waiting for their
turn. Although a notepad slightly improved perfor-
mance in the absence of communication, it impaired
performance when communication was possible, again
suggesting cognitive overload. These findings are con-
sistent with a cognitive interference hypothesis of pro-
duction blocking.

Methodological considerations. Previous stud-
ies of the blocking effect have looked only at effects of
blocking on productivity (the number of ideas gener-
ated). In addition to productivity, we look at five other
dependent variables, based on the coding of ideas in se-
mantic categories: (a) cluster length (average number of
successive ideas coded in the same category), (b) num-
ber of clusters (number of times a new semantic cluster
was started), (c) diversity (number of categories sur-
veyed at least once), (d) within-category fluency (aver-
age number ofideas per category), and (e) the ARC. See
Figure 2 for an explanation of these variables.

Hypotheses. When group members wait for their
turns, delays arise between the generation and articula-
tion of ideas. We suggest that these delays interfere
with idea generation in two qualitatively different
ways, corresponding to the two stages of idea genera-
tion (Figure 3). First, when an idea has been generated,
it must be temporarily stored in WM. According to our
short-term forgetting assumption, when ideas cannot
be expressed immediately they can be forgotten. The
longer an idea has to be remembered, the more likely it
becomes that it is forgotten. How long ideas need to be
remembered is dependent on when ideas are generated
(i.e., shortly after the onset of delays or later) and how
long the delay is. We predict that relatively long delays
will interfere especially with ideas within a train of
thought. Because, as we have shown, category repeti-
tions (ideas within a train of thought) are relatively
quick, these ideas will have to be remembered longer
and thus are more likely to be forgotten during a delay.
This will lead to fewer category repetitions and thus
shorter trains of thought when delays are relatively

long (Figure 3, top panel), resulting in shorter clusters
of semantically related ideas (H8). This will also be as-
sociated with lower levels of semantic clustering:
When there are fewer category repetitions (everything
else equal), there will be less semantic organization
(H9). Shorter clusters within a semantic category fur-
ther imply that fewer ideas are generated in that cate-
gory, and thus lower within-category fluency (on aver-
age, fewer ideas per category, H10). Eventually, the
consequence is fewer ideas (lower productivity, HI 1).
The matrix model would also predict fewer ideas with
longer delays because it also assumes that generated
ideas are forgotten during delays (Brown et al., 1998).
However, it does not predict that longer delays inter-
fere especially with category repetitions because it
does not predict that category repetitions are faster than
changes.

The second way in which delays can interfere with
idea generation is presented in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 3. The activation of images is a controlled process
(requires WM capacity), and a concurrent load onWM
will thus interfere with the activation of images (see
e.g., Baddeley, 1996). According to our delay-
monitoring assumption, delays must be monitored,
which takes WM capacity. We hypothesize that the less
predictable delays are, the more they need to be moni-
tored, and the more WM capacity is required. Thus,
when delays are unpredictable either because it is un-
predictable when they begin (e.g., one does not know
when fellow group members will express their ideas)
or because it is unpredictable when they end (e.g.,
some ideas take longer to express than others), the acti-
vation of images will be disrupted. This will lead not to
shorter trains of thought, as with long delays, but to
fewer trains of thought. This can be observed as a re-
duction of the number of semantic clusters (as opposed
to shorter clusters) and consequently in fewer category
changes (H12). Further, the reduction in the number of
clusters may be reflected in a reduction in the number
of categories that are surveyed during idea generation
(lower idea diversity). However, it may also mean that
a person returns less often to a previously used cate-
gory, in which case the average number of ideas per
category (within-category fluency) will be lower. In ei-

Figure 3. The two-stage theory of production blocking (from Nijstad et al., 2003).
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Table 3. Productivity, Cluster Length, Number of Clusters, Diversity, Within-Category Fluency, and Clustering (ARC) as a
Function ofDelay Length (Adaptedfrom Nijstad, Stroebe, & Lodewijkx, 2003, Exp. 1)

Delay Length

Control 1 Sec 3 Sec 5 Sec 7 Sec t-value
Dependent Variable (n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 10) Linear Contrast

Productivity 51.68a 49.96ab 45.41ab 45.39ab 37.96b 2.20*
(14.63) (12.60) (11.84) (18.10) (14.58)

Cluster Length 1.59a 1.34b 1.36b 1.35b 1.29b 2.39*
(.38) (.23) (.11) (.21) (.19)

Number of Clusters 32.56a 38.99a 34.47a 36.1Oa 29.89a 0.80
(8.37) (10.27) (9.99) (15.56) (9.73)

Diversity 15.15ab 17.57a 16.34ab 15.37ab 14.67b 1.13
(2.69) (2.26) (3.23) (2.95) (2.83)

Within-Category Fluency 3.38a 2.86ab 2.75b 2.93ab 2.60b 2.09*
(.65) (.78) (.51) (.72) (.72)

ARC .41a .28ab .33ab .31ab .23b 2.41*
(.18) (.16) (.10) (.13) (.11)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Different superscripts indicate a significant difference on a post hoc test (LSD).
*p< .05.

ther case, productivity should be lower as compared
with a condition without delays (H13). Any factor (be-
sides delay predictability) that causes a concurrent
load ofWM in fact should have similar effects, includ-
ing the factors manipulated by Diehl and Stroebe
(1991; e.g., a combination of a speakers' list and com-
munication).7 Note that the matrix model does not pre-
dict this because it does not assume active search pro-
cesses involving WM.

Results. These hypotheses were tested in several
studies (Nijstad et al., 2003). In these studies, we had
individual participants generate ideas at a computer
terminal and confronted some of them with electronic
delays. Using computers allowed us to have precise
control over the length and predictability of delays. In-
dividuals generated ideas on the environment problem
in a 20-min session, following Osborn's (1957) rules.
Some of them (control group) could enter their ideas
whenever they wanted. Others were confronted with
delays, during which the screen was blank and they
could not enter ideas. No individual had access to ideas
of others during delays; they simply had to wait in front
of a blank screen.

In a first study (Nijstad et al., 2003, Experiment 1),
we used very predictable delays. Participants were
confronted with one delay each time they wanted to en-
ter an idea, and for each participant delay length was
always the same. Thus, each participants had to wait in

7A similar effect has been obtained in free recall of categorized
lists (Cinan, 2003). Cinan found that a concurrent load on WM dur-
ing retrieval (through dual task performance) led to fewer clusters
and fewer category changes, presumably because it interfered with
the cue-dependent activation of material in LTM. However, it had no
effect on cluster length or on category repetitions, presumably be-
cause the recall of items within categories is relatively effortless and
automatic and requires lessWM capacity.

front of a blank screen for a fixed length of time, after
which a screen appeared in which they could enter one
idea. Delay length was manipulated as a between-par-
ticipants factor. Some were confronted with relatively
short delays, and others with longer delays. Delay
length was set at 1, 3, 5, or 7 sec (dependent on condi-
tion) because previous research had shown that a delay
of 5 sec was sufficient to obtain a blocking effect
in electronic brainstorming (Gallupe et al., 1994). Fi-
nally, there was a control group that was not confronted
with delays. All ideas were reliably categorized, and
dependent variables were productivity, cluster length,
number of clusters, diversity, within-category fluency,
and clustering (ARC; see Figure 2 for these measures).

Results were consistent with predictions. Longer
delays led to shorter clusters, fewer ideas per category,
lower clustering (ARC), and fewer ideas (see Table 3),
confirming H8 through H 1 . However, the (very pre-
dictable) delays had no effect on the number of clusters
or on diversity (the number of categories surveyed),
presumably because little cognitive capacity was re-
quired to monitor delays. According to our model (see
Figure 3), the effects of delay length on within-
category fluency and productivity should be mediated
by cluster length. We therefore also performed media-
tion analyses using the regression approach suggested
by Baron and Kenny (1986). We indeed found evi-
dence for mediation: Delay length had a direct effect
on the dependent variables, productivity (, = -.28, p <
.05) and within-category fluency (I = -.26, p < .05),
and had a direct effect on cluster length (mediator, IP =
-.32, p < .05). When controlling for cluster length, the
direct effects of delay length on productivity (P = -.15)
and fluency (P = -.10) ceased to be significant,
whereas the effect of cluster length was significant (P =
.49,p < .00 1). Thus, delay length had its effects on pro-
ductivity through a reduction of cluster length. This
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first study thus suggests that relatively long delays in-
terfere with a person's train of thought, presumably be-
cause ideas within a train of thought were forgotten
during longer delays, leading to shorter clusters, lower
levels of clustering, and fewer ideas.

In another study (Nijstad et al., 2003, Experiment 3),
we compared unpredictable and predictable delays.
There were three conditions: (a) a no delay control con-
dition, (b) a condition with fixed delays, and (c) a condi-
tion with random delays. In the no delay control condi-
tion, participants were asked to generate as many ideas
as possible and were not confronted with delays. In the
fixed delay condition, participants were confronted
with a 7 sec delay each time they wanted to enter an idea
(identical to the 7 sec condition ofExperiment 1). In the
random delay condition, a total of 60 delays were ran-
domly distributed across the session. Thus, each time
the participant wanted to enter an idea, there was a
chance that he or she was blocked. Because of this ran-
dom distribution of delays, it was possible that partici-
pants could sometimes enter two or more ideas before
they were blocked, and it was also possible that they
were blocked several times before they could enter an
idea. This made the onset of delays unpredictable. Fur-
ther, delays could vary randomly in length in that condi-
tion (between 2 sec and 12 sec, with an average of7 sec),
which made delay endings unpredictable.

In the fixed delays condition, we replicated the re-
sults of Experiment 1 (Table 4). Thus, fixed delays re-
duced cluster length, and this in turn led to a decrease
in productivity. As in Experiment 1, fixed delays had
no effect on the number of clusters. In the random de-
lays condition, on the other hand, we found a different
pattern. Delays in that condition had no effect on clus-
ter length but did lead to a lower number of clusters and
fewer ideas, confirming H12 and H13 (Table 4). Addi-
tional analyses showed that random delays had no ef-
fect on cluster length because participants were able to

maintain their train of thought within a category when
they had the opportunity to enter several ideas before
they were blocked (which was only possible in the ran-
dom delay condition). In that condition, we found that
the first idea after a delay was less often a category rep-
etition than the second or later idea after a delay. Thus,
when participants could enter several ideas before they
were blocked, there were more category repetitions,
longer clusters, and a higher level of clustering.

As in Experiment 1, we also performed mediation
analyses. In the fixed delay condition, we found that
cluster length mediated the effects of delays, similar to
what we found in Experiment 1. Thus, a dummy vari-
able comparing the fixed delay condition with the con-
trol condition had an effect on productivity (dependent
variable, P = -.41, p < .05) and on cluster length (medi-
ator, ,13 = -.5 1, p < .01). When cluster length was con-
trolled for in a third regression, the effect ofthe dummy
variable on productivity was no longer significant (I =
-.12), whereas cluster length had a significant effect (f3
= .57, p < .00 1). In the random delays condition, how-
ever, the number of clusters mediated the effect of de-
lays on productivity. A dummy variable comparing the
random delays condition with the control condition
had an effect on productivity (dependent variable, j =
-.45, p < .01) and on the number of clusters (mediator,
P = -.48, p < .01). When we controlled for the number
of clusters, the effect of the dummy variable on pro-
ductivity ceased to be significant (f = -.03), and the ef-
fect of the number of clusters was significant (I = .87,
p < .001). Thus, consistent with SIAM, two different
processes explain the effects of delays: (a) a reduction
of cluster length when delays are relatively long, and
(b) a reduction in the number of clusters when delays
are unpredictable.

Conclusion. These results supported our predic-
tions that production blocking interferes with idea gen-

Table 4. Productivity, Cluster Length, Number of Clusters, Diversity, Within-Category Fluency, and Clustering (ARC) as a
Function ofDelays (Adaptedfrom Nijstad, Stroebe, & Lodewijkx, 2003, Exp. 3)

Delay Condition

Dependent Variable Control Fixed Delays Random Delays F-Value ANOVA

Productivity 45.78a 35.76b 35.67b 6.67**
(11.95) (10.46) (9.82)

Cluster Length 1.36a 1.22b 1.41a 2.86t
(.12) (.12) (.32)

Number of Clusters 33.26a 29.32ab 26.22b 5.52**
(6.84) (8.09) (8.12)

Diversity 15.24a 16.12a 16.24a 0.18
(3.26) (3.90) (3.95)

Within-Category Fluency 3.01a 2.20b 2.21b 16.85***
(3.03) (2.21) (2.18)

ARC .29ab .22b .36a 2.93t
(.10) (.15) (.23)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Different superscripts indicate a significant difference on a post hoc test (LSD).
fp < .10. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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eration in both stages of the process. Whereas the ma-
trix model could potentially explain the effects of delay
length on productivity, it would have trouble account-
ing for the effects of delay predictability. SIAM, on the
other hand, predicts both sets of effects because it as-
sumes that knowledge activation involves the central
executive component of WM. Unpredictable delays
seem to interfere with this controlled activation of
knowledge in LTM.

It should be noted that we have obtained these re-
sults under rather artificial conditions: Individuals
worked at computers and were confronted with elec-
tronic delays. This raises the question whether the
same processes operate in real groups. Several findings
suggest that they do. First, we have also run a study in
which we told half of our participants (all working in-
dividually at computers) that they blocked each other,
which in fact was not true (Nijstad, 2000). Thus, some
participants believed that each time they were blocked
it was because another group member was typing at
that time. This manipulation had no effects on perfor-
mance. Second, Diehl (1991) found that the level of
clustering (ARC) of group members in real groups was
markedly lower than that of individuals, providing
some support for the first mechanism we propose. We
would suggest that the blocking effect even is exacer-
bated in real groups, because in real groups more
sources of distraction (such as communication) are
present than in our paradigm (cf. Diehl & Stroebe,
1991). According to our reasoning, this should further
interfere with idea production because it interferes
with the controlled activation of knowledge in LTM.
However, this second mechanism has not yet been
tested in real groups.

Idea Exposure: The Cognitive
Stimulation Hypothesis

Background. In our blocking studies, partici-
pants had no access to ideas of others. As we discussed
earlier, however, evidence suggests that when produc-
tion blocking is eliminated, as in electronic brain-
storming and brainwriting, reading the ideas of others
may in fact be stimulating and lead to productivity
gains (Dennis & Valacich, 1993; Dugosh et al., 2000;
Paulus & Yang, 2000). Further, Dugosh et al. have ob-
tained stimulation effects in an exposure paradigm: In-
dividual participants who listened to an audiotape con-
taining stimulus ideas while they were generating ideas
were more productive. In this section, we develop and
test hypotheses about why this is the case.

Hypotheses. Our external cue assumption states
that ideas of others, provided that they are attended to,
are added to the search cue to activate images in LTM.
We agree with Diehl et al. (2002) that this should have

effects similar to those of experimenter-provided cues
in the part-list cueing paradigm. Thus, ideas of others
will be helpful if they provide access to idea categories
that otherwise would not be accessible. However, we
do not agree with Diehl et al. that presenting idea ex-
emplars should invariably lead to lower levels of
within-category fluency.

There are two interrelated reasons why idea ex-
change in groups will not have detrimental effects on
within-category fluency in an idea generation task.
First, ideas are exchanged continuously throughout the
discussion, and not only given as cues at the start of the
session. Second, in free recall there usually are a small
number of items to remember in each of the categories,
but in idea generation there are no a priori limitations
on the number of ideas per category. If the same cate-
gories are reactivated throughout the session, because
stimulation ideas from these categories are offered
continuously, they will lead to high numbers of ideas in
that category (particularly if there are many potential
ideas in that category). In fact, so many ideas will be
generated in the stimulated categories that overall
within-category fluency (the average number of ideas
across all surveyed categories) will be enhanced. This
is consistent with findings in the part-list cueing para-
digm, in which retrieval of words that are strongly as-
sociated to the retrieval cues is enhanced-it is the re-
trieval of other words that is harmed (e.g., Roediger,
1978).

Ideas of others should aid idea generation in two
different ways. First, if ideas of others help retrieve cat-
egories of ideas, they will increase the diversity of idea
production (more categories are surveyed). This will
happen when the stimulation ideas are diverse (from a
wide range of semantic categories), as Diehl et al.
(2002) have found (H14). Second, if ideas are homoge-
neous (from only a few categories), they will lead to a
high number of ideas in those few categories, and thus
to high within-category fluency (H15). This will, how-
ever, be at the expense of within-category fluency in
the remaining categories or at the expense of fewer cat-
egories being surveyed (H16).

The matrix model would also make these predic-
tions. According to that model, stimulation ideas in-
crease activation of ideas in stimulated categories. This
should also lead to more categories being surveyed
with semantically diverse stimulus ideas, and many
ideas being generated within the stimulated categories
with homogeneous stimulus ideas. However, SIAM
can make an additional prediction regarding response
latencies that the matrix model would not make. In the
matrix model, stimulation ideas directly activate se-
mantically related ideas. SIAM, on the other hand, as-
sumes that stimulus ideas are added to the search cue.
Stimulus ideas should thus reduce the time needed to
develop these search cues because the elements of the
search cue do not have to be generated but are readily
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Table 5. Productivity, Diversity, Within-Category Fluency, and Response Latencies by Condition (Adaptedfrom Nijstad,
Stroebe, & Lodewijkx, 2002)

Condition

Homogeneous Diverse
No Stimulation Stimulation Stimulation F-Value

Measure Control (N = 15) (N = 24) (N = 24) ANOVA

Productivity 32.40a 39.83b 40.29b 3.14*
(10.54) (10.06) (10.54)

Diversity 14.27a 13.04a 17.67b 13.85***
(2.84) (2.44) (3.82)

Within-Category Fluency 2.24a 3.08b 2.28a 20.67***
(.42) (.63) (.35)

Within Category Fluency Corrected 2.24b 1.74a 2.28b 10.26***
(.42) (.55) (.35)

Response Latency Category Change (sec) 41.53a 23.86b 24.94b 27.49***
(12.06) (3.94) (6.70)

Response Latency Category Repetition (sec) 29.33a 22.78a 26.21a 2.69t
(8.78) (6.14) (9.85)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Within-category fluency corrected is the average number of ideas per category when in the homo-
geneous stimulation condition the two stimulated categories were excluded. Response latencies are in sec. Different superscripts indicate signifi-
cant differences on a LSD post hoc test.
tp <.10. *p <.05. **p <.Ol. ***p <.001.

available. Previously we argued that category changes
are slower than category repetitions because a search
cue must be generated before a category change. Stim-
ulus ideas should thus reduce the response latencies of
category changes, whereas they should not affect re-
sponse latencies of category repetitions (H17).

Results. We performed an experiment to test
these predictions (Nijstad et al., 2002), in which indi-
viduals worked at computers. We used an idea expo-
sure paradigm, and participants were continuously
provided with stimulation ideas (cf. Dugosh et al.,
2000). We manipulated the content of stimulus ideas
and created three conditions: (a) a no stimulus control
condition, (b) a condition with diverse stimuli, and (c)
a condition with homogeneous stimuli.8 In the control
condition, participants simply generated as many ideas
as possible. In the experimental conditions, a stimulus
idea was displayed on the screen each time the partici-
pant entered an idea. These stimuli were selected from
the ideas that other participants had generated earlier
and were randomly drawn from a prepared file (but see
Footnote 8). In the homogeneous condition, stimuli
came from two semantic categories. These two catego-
ries were sufficiently "rich" and contained more than
50 different ideas in the earlier experiment. In the di-
verse stimuli condition, ideas came from 34 different

8There was a second manipulation in that study, which was a ma-
nipulation of stimulus sequence. Some participants were confronted
with a random sequence of stimulus ideas. However, others were
confronted with idea clusters, in which five successive ideas were
from the same category (clusters were drawn at random). This ma-
nipulation only affected theARC and is not discussed further (for de-
tails, see Nijstad et al., 2002).

categories (a category system with 50 categories was
used). Each category contained at least 5 ideas in the
previous experiment. Participants were instructed to
pay close attention to stimuli because they would later
be tested for recall.

Table 5 lists the results. We found evidence for cog-
nitive stimulation: Productivity (the number of ideas
generated) was higher in both conditions with idea ex-
posure than in the control condition. Further, as we an-
ticipated (H 14), productivity gains in the diverse stim-
ulation condition were due to the fact that more
categories were surveyed than in the control or homo-
geneous stimulation condition. Diverse stimulation
thus increased the accessibility of more idea categories
and was therefore helpful. Homogeneous stimulation
had no effect on diversity. However, it did lead to more
ideas per category, and productivity gains in that condi-
tion were due to a higher number of ideas per category,
confirming HI5. However, we found that within-
category fluency for the categories that were not stimu-
lated (the average number of ideas in the other catego-
ries, not counting those in the two stimulated catego-
ries) was lower in the homogeneous stimulation
condition than in the diverse stimulation or control
condition. Thus, participants in the homogeneous
stimulation condition generated many ideas in the
stimulated categories, but this was at the expense of
ideas generated in other categories, confirming H16.
We also analyzed response latencies, and results

were consistent with H17 (Table 5). The performance
increase in both the homogeneous and the diverse stim-
ulation conditions was due to the reduction ofresponse
latencies of category changes. Category repetitions
were about equally fast in the three conditions. How-
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ever, category changes in the stimulation conditions
were as fast as category repetitions, and faster than cat-
egory changes in the control condition. According to
us, this implies that participants in the stimulation con-
ditions needed less time to activate images in a new
category. We suggest that the reason is that they did not
have to generate their own search cues because stimu-
lation ideas were readily available and could be added
to the search cue. This aided the activation of images in
a new domain, that is, before a category change.

Conclusion. These findings, and findings re-
ported by others (e.g., Dugosh et al., 2000), clearly
suggest that cognitive stimulation is possible. Stimula-
tion ideas can increase the number of categories sur-
veyed and thus may help to activate categories of ideas.
Further, continuous stimulation of relatively rich cate-
gories leads to more ideas being generated in those cat-
egories, but this is at the expense of fewer ideas being
generated in other categories. Our analysis of response
latencies shows that stimulation is effective because it
helps participants to make quick category changes,
which is consistent with the idea that stimulus ideas are
added to the search cue and aid the activation of prob-
lem-relevant knowledge. The matrix model would
have more difficulty in accounting for that last finding
because it does not use search cues. In sum, the evi-
dence is consistent with what SIAM would predict.

As was the case in our blocking studies, findings
have been obtained under artificial conditions in which
cues were presented by the experimenter rather than by
fellow group members. Again, this raises the question
whether results generalize to real groups. Previously
we have discussed evidence for cognitive stimulation
and productivity gains in groups with idea sharing
(EBS and brainwriting groups), suggesting that stim-
ulation effects are not restricted to experimenter-
provided cues. Unfortunately, in none of these studies
have ideas been categorized, preventing conclusions
on whether the gains were due to increased idea diver-
sity or increased within-category fluency.

Ideas have been categorized in several other stud-
ies. Larey and Paulus (1999) have categorized ideas
generated by interactive and nominal groups. They
found that interactive groups generated fewer ideas
and surveyed fewer categories than did nominal
groups. However, that "cognitive uniformity" effect
(Lamm & Trommsdorff, 1973) may either have been
caused by production blocking, or by overhearing
ideas of others. Ziegler, Diehl, and Zijlstra (2000)
have categorized the ideas generated by electronic
groups without production blocking. They also found
that groups that could share ideas surveyed fewer cat-
egories than nominal groups in which idea sharing
was not possible. Productivity did not differ between
these conditions, suggesting that the groups that did

share ideas surveyed their categories in greater depth
(higher within-category fluency).

The cognitive uniformity effect may be restricted to
relatively homogeneous groups. Diehl (1991; also see
Stroebe & Diehl, 1994) manipulated group heteroge-
neity in interactive and nominal groups. Based on
dominant associations of participants to a certain topic,
Diehl created homogeneous (much overlap in associa-
tions) and heterogeneous groups (little overlap in asso-
ciations). He found that only homogeneous interactive
groups surveyed fewer categories of ideas, but hetero-
geneous interactive groups surveyed as many catego-
ries as their nominal counterparts. This suggests that
the cognitive uniformity effect may be limited to rela-
tively homogeneous groups. It further suggests that
heterogeneous groups may outperform nominal groups
if ideas are not shared verbally but through an EBS sys-
tem or through written notes. Valacich, Wheeler,
Mennecke, and Wachter (1995) manipulated group
heterogeneity in EBS groups and found that heteroge-
neous groups outperformed homogeneous groups in
large groups (eight members or more). Unfortunately,
they did not have a control group without idea sharing,
so no firm conclusions are possible as yet.

Cognitive Failures: The Reduction
of Failures Hypothesis

Background. As discussed earlier, although
(verbally) interactive groups produce fewer ideas than
nominal groups, group members usually are more sat-
isfied with their performance than individuals. Further,
most people are convinced that group brainstorming is
more effective than individual brainstorming, a phe-
nomenon that has been labeled the illusion of group
productivity (Paulus et al., 1993; Stroebe et al., 1992).
The two explanations that have been offered for these
findings are memory confusion (Stroebe et al., 1992)
and social comparisons (Paulus et al., 1993). We sug-
gest a third explanation of the illusion of group produc-
tivity, and we suggest that this explanation also has
consequences for task enjoyment and brainstorming
persistence of individuals and group members. We hy-
pothesize that group members perceive that idea shar-
ing is stimulating because communication reduces the
subjectively experienced number of failures in a group
setting. This is one reason why most people believe
that group idea generation is effective.

Hypotheses. There are two reasons why idea
sharing in groups will lead to a reduction in experi-
enced cognitive failures. First, group members often
have to wait for their turns before they can express their
ideas. According to our search inertia assumption, dur-
ing these delays group members will not always start a
new search for ideas. Individuals do not share speaking
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time with others, but instead produce ideas continually
throughout a session. This implies that individuals will
start more searches than group members, which even-
tually will lead to a higher number of successful
searches (ideas), but also to a higher number of failures
(unsuccessful searches). Second, overhearing ideas of
others can be stimulating, and group members also re-
port that they found the ideas of others stimulating
(Stroebe et al., 1992). We have argued that ideas of oth-
ers facilitate the activation of images, and we may ex-
pect that fewer attempts to activate an image result in a
failure (cf. Figure 1). Thus, group members start fewer
searches and, due to mutual stimulation, fewer of these
searches will result in failures. As a consequence, peo-
ple experience fewer failures in a group setting than in
an individual setting (H18).

This reduction of failures in a group session is pre-
dicted to have several effects. First, as argued before, a
brainstorming session will not be very enjoyable when
many trials result in failures. Thus, group members
should enjoy the brainstorming session more than indi-
viduals, which in general is true (e.g., Paulus et al.,
1993; Nijstad et al., 1999). More important, that effect
should be mediated by experienced failures (H19).
Second, when many searches result in failures, the im-
pression will arise that one is not doing particularly
well. Hence, failures should be associated with satis-
faction, and more failures experienced by individuals
should explain why they are less satisfied with their
performance than group members (despite their higher
productivity; H20). Finally, throughout the session the
number of searches resulting in failures will rise. This
will lead to the expectation that not many more ideas
are possible (low expectancy) and that the session
might as well be ended. If group members experience
fewer failures than individuals, groups should reach
the point at which they want to end the session later
than individuals do, and should therefore be more per-
sistent (H21).

In our studies, we have used groups of different
sizes to see how group size affects failures, satisfac-
tion, enjoyment, and persistence. It is important to dis-
tinguish between the effects of group size on individual
level variables (such as failures, enjoyment, and satis-
faction) and group level variables (persistence). At the
individual level, it is difficult to generate specific hy-
potheses regarding the effects of group size on failures
(and thus on enjoyment and satisfaction). On the one
hand, in larger groups the blocking effect is exacer-
bated (more people have to share speaking time),
which would lead to even fewer searches being started,
and thus fewer failures. On the other hand, more ideas
are mentioned in larger groups (although not per per-
son). This increases the chance that an idea is gener-
ated that another group member has already men-
tioned, which also is a failure. Thus, the relation
between group size and experienced failures is difficult

to predict beforehand. However, for persistence at the
group level, we expect a positive relation with group
size. The larger the group, the greater the chance that at
least one group member is still able to generate ideas.
As long as at least one person is still productive, one
can expect the group to continue their session. Thus,
larger groups will be more persistent than smaller
groups (H22).

Results. Our predictions have been tested in sev-
eral studies (Nijstad, Stroebe, & Lodewijkx, 1999,
2006). In these studies, participants were instructed to
continue brainstorming until they felt it was a good time
to stop. In one experiment, they brainstormed alone or in
a dyad, 4-person, or 6-person group. In all conditions
(including the alone condition), participants articulated
their ideas aloud, and all sessions were recorded on au-
diotape. We measured participants' persistence (how
many minutes they spent at brainstorming) and produc-
tivity (number of ideas; coded from the tapes). In addi-
tion, we measured cognitive failures, satisfaction, and
enjoyment in a postexperimental questionnaire (see a
previous section for more information).

Consistent with predictions (H21 and H22), we
found that groups were more persistent than individu-
als and that persistence increased with group size: Our
individuals on average brainstormed for 30 min, but
our 6-person groups continued for about 45 min (Table
6). Groups were more productive than individuals, and
productivity increased with group size because more
people contributed ideas in larger groups. However, we
also created nominal groups by pooling the ideas of
randomly chosen individuals. When the production of
equivalent-size nominal groups was subtracted from
the production of the real groups, we found that inter-
active groups still were not as productive as nominal
groups, and productivity losses increased with group
size. Apparently, even when persistence is taken into
account, the blocking effect still caused productivity
losses in relatively large groups.

Further, and consistent with H18, we found that
group interaction reduced the number of experienced
failures: Individuals indicated that they had experi-
enced more failures than did group members, but
members of groups of different sizes did not differ.
Further, we found that group members, irrespective of
group size, were more satisfied with their performance
and enjoyed the brainstorming more than individuals
(Table 6). Finally, mediation analyses showed that fail-
ures mediated the effect of type of setting (group vs. in-
dividual) on both satisfaction and enjoyment. Thus,
type of setting had effects on satisfaction (I = .31, p <
.001), enjoyment (I = .25, p < .01), and failures (the
mediator, f = -.37, p < .001). When statistically con-
trolling for failures, the effect of setting on satisfaction
was reduced (f = .17), and the effect of failures was
significant (I = -.37, p < .001). Similarly, the effect of
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Table 6. Persistence, Productivity, Productivity Loss, Failures, Enjoyment, and Satisfaction as a Function ofGroup Size
(Adapted From Nijstad, Stroebe, & Lodewijkx, 1999, 2006)

Group Size

Measure Individuals Dyads Four-Person Groups Six-Person Groups

Persistence 30.20 (18.32) 34.48 (14.30) 39.76 (12.07) 44.14 (6.48)
Productivity 55.85a (40.42) 107.89b (43.45) 171.44C (77.20) 212.50C (88.47)
Productivity Loss - _0.43a (43.45) -38.74ab (77.20) -92.67b (88.47)
Failures 6.64a (1.00) 5.69b (1.40) 5.14b (1.52) 5.42b (1.35)
Enjoyment 6.50a (1.45) 7.33b (0.75) 7.36b (0.67) 7.28b (0.41)
Satisfaction 5.15a (2.33) 7.17b (0.75) 647b (1.19) 6.50b (0.71)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses. Persistence in min; productivity and productivity losses in number of ideas. Questionnaire items
were measured on 9-point scales. Different superscripts indicate significant differences on a post hoc test.

setting on enjoyment was reduced (, = .15) when con-
trolling for the effect of failures (, = -.27, p < .01).
This confirms H19 and H20.

In a second experiment, we replicated and extended
these findings. We again manipulated group size (indi-
viduals, dyads, and 4-person groups) but also used two
different topics. Topic was manipulated because previ-
ous research had shown that one topic was easier than
the other. We reasoned that the difficult topic would
lead to more failures, and therefore to lower persis-
tence, satisfaction, and enjoyment (H23). We repli-
cated findings of our first study and found that persis-
tence increased with group size. We also found that
group interaction reduced the number of failures (indi-
viduals reported more failures than members of dyads
and four-person groups). Further, and consistent with
earlier findings, group members (irrespective of group
size) enjoyed themselves more and were more satisfied
with their performance than were individuals. As in
our other study, failures mediated the effects of type of
setting (interactive vs. nominal) on both satisfaction
and enjoyment. Thus, type of setting had significant ef-
fects on satisfaction (f3 = .29, p < .01), enjoyment (f3 =
.30, p < .001), and failures (I = -.29, p < .01). When
controlling for failures, the effect of setting on satisfac-
tion was reduced to nonsignificance (P = .14), whereas
the effect of failures was significant (f3 = -.49, p <
.001). Similarly, the effect of setting on enjoyment was
reduced (but remained significant, , = .22, p < .05)
when controlling for failures, which had a significant
effect (P = -.34, p < .00 1). Thus, this study again con-
firmed HI 8 through H22.

With regard to the effects of our second manipula-
tion (brainstorming topic), results were also largely
consistent with predictions (H23). Participants gener-
ated more ideas on the easier topic than on the difficult
topic and also indicated that the easy topic was easier
than the difficult topic. As expected, participants expe-
rienced more failures with the difficult topic than with
the easier topic. Further, participants brainstorming on
the easy topic enjoyed themselves more and were more
satisfied than those brainstorming on the difficult
topic. The effects of topic on enjoyment and satisfac-

tion were mediated by failures. Thus, topic had
significant effects on enjoyment (P = .29, p < .0 1), sat-
isfaction (I = .20, p < .05), and failures (I = -.2 1, p <
.05). The effect of topic on enjoyment was reduced but
remained significant (I = .20, p < .05) when control-
ling for failures, which had a significant effect (, =
-.34, p < .00 1). The effect of topic on satisfaction was
reduced to nonsignificance (P = .10) when controlling
for failures, which had a significant effect (f3 = -.49, p
< .001).

However, there were no differences in persistence
for the two topics. One reason may be that differences
in failures between the two topics mainly occurred in
the early stages of the session, and later on, when peo-
ple considered ending the session, the differences had
largely leveled out. Indeed, Diehl and Stroebe (1991)
found that the productivity differences between nomi-
nal and interactive groups mainly occur in the early
stages of a session, and the same may be true for differ-
ences in topics.

Conclusion. These studies show that group inter-
action leads to a reduction in the number of failures
people experience, and that this reduction of failures is
accompanied by higher satisfaction, enjoyment, and
persistence. Further, because we were able to manipu-
late failures through topic difficulty, it seems that fail-
ures do play a causal role in this process. It seems
likely that this also contributes to the illusion of group
productivity (most people erroneously believe group
brainstorming to be more effective than individual
brainstorming). Because people experience fewer fail-
ures when they work in a group, they will conclude that
brainstorming is much easier when working with a
group (fewer failures) and attribute this to the stimulat-
ing value of others' ideas. However, they seem unaware
that in a group brainstorming session they often have to
wait for their turns, and that during these delays they
are unproductive. We should note that there is clear ev-
idence that other processes such as social comparisons
also contribute to this illusion (Paulus et al., 1992; also
see Nijstad et al., in press)
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It also appears that group members keep each other
going, resulting in higher levels of persistence and an
increase in persistence with group size. One can look at
this finding in two ways. First, one may argue that this
is a benefit of working in a group, and that groups may
not be as unproductive as generally assumed. Indeed,
our groups compensated part of their productivity loss
by being more persistent. Another way to look at the
result is that groups indeed are ineffective: They need
more time and still are outperformed by individuals (at
least in larger groups). Nevertheless, there are benefits
associated with group brainstorming: People enjoy
working in groups and are generally quite satisfied
with their performance.

General Discussion

Research on group idea generation has revealed
some consistent and robust findings. Individuals work-
ing alone generate more ideas, and more good ideas,
than group members, and this productivity loss of
groups is caused by the fact that group members must
take turns to express their ideas (production blocking).
Yet, people hold the erroneous belief that group brain-
storming is more effective than individual brainstorm-
ing. However, when turn taking is not necessary (when
ideas are shared on written notes or through computers)
there is no productivity loss, and even productivity gains
can occur. Using a social-cognitive approach, we devel-
oped our SIAM model to explain and integrate these
findings. We proposed that effects of group interaction
can be interpreted as cognitive stimulation and interfer-
ence ofthe individual group member's thought process.
SIAM assumes that idea generation is a two-stage

process, in which an effortful, cue-dependent stage of
knowledge activation is followed by a stage of idea
production within a semantic domain (a train of
thought). At the individual level, SIAM predicts that
(a) there is above chance semantic clustering of ideas,
and (b) the generation of ideas within clusters (cate-
gory repetitions) is faster than the generation of ideas
between clusters (category changes), and clustering is
positively correlated with productivity (the number of
ideas). These predictions were supported in four differ-
ent studies. Further, the two stages are represented as
negative feedback loops, and the search for ideas is
ended when the number of cognitive failures (instances
in which no new idea is generated) exceeds a stop crite-
rion. We argued that failures should be associated with
task enjoyment, satisfaction with performance, and ex-
pectancy (the number of ideas one still expects to be
able to generate). In six different studies, we found
support for these predictions.

At the group level, SIAM can be used to generate
predictions on how individual level cognitive pro-
cesses are affected by idea sharing in groups. First, us-

ing some additional assumptions, SIAM suggests that
the productivity loss caused by production blocking is
due to cognitive interference in both stages of the idea
generation process. When delays between the genera-
tion and expression of ideas, which arise when some-
one else is talking, are long, generated ideas may be
forgotten, leading to shorter trains of thought (shorter
semantic clusters of ideas), lower levels of clustering,
and fewer ideas. When delays are unpredictable, they
need to be monitored, which consumes cognitive re-
sources. This interferes with the controlled process of
knowledge activation and leads to fewer trains of
thought and fewer ideas. These predictions were sup-
ported in several studies (see Nijstad et al., 2003).

Second, SIAM suggests that the ideas of others,
when they are attended to, will be added to a search cue
to probe memory. Stimulus ideas should have effects
similar to those of experimenter-provided cues in the
part-list cueing paradigm (e.g., Slamecka, 1968): They
make related knowledge more accessible, whereas
knowledge unrelated to the stimulus ideas becomes
less accessible. We found support for these predic-
tions: Exposure to ideas makes it more likely that re-
lated ideas are generated (Nijstad et al., 2002). Idea
sharing may lead to productivity gains, either because
inaccessible knowledge becomes accessible or be-
cause knowledge remains highly accessible through-
out the session. At the same time ideas that are not
strongly associated with stimulus ideas are less likely
to be generated, and this may sometimes lead to pro-
ductivity losses: Fewer ideas are being generated in the
less accessible semantic categories (also see Diehl et
al., 2002; Ziegler et al., 2000). The positive effects of
idea sharing are due to a reduction in response laten-
cies of category changes, presumably because stimula-
tion ideas reduce the time needed to develop search
cues.

Third, we have argued that failures (instances in
which a search for ideas is unsuccessful) are less nu-
merous as a consequence of idea sharing in groups. In
groups, speaking time is shared among group members
and they therefore start fewer searches than individu-
als, eventually leading to fewer ideas but also to fewer
failures. This reduction of failures in a group setting
was found to have several consequences, such as
higher levels of satisfaction and enjoyment. Further,
many failures occurring toward the end of the session
signals that not many new ideas are possible, and peo-
ple as a consequence want to end the session. Because
group members experience fewer failures than individ-
uals, they go on longer, reducing their productivity
loss. Because failures are less numerous in a group set-
ting, people come to believe that idea sharing stimu-
lates creativity: Idea generation appears to be easier in
a group setting than when brainstorning alone.

Throughout the article, we have contrasted our pre-
dictions with those generated by the Brown et al.
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(1998) matrix model. The main difference between the
two theories is that search processes in SIAM are cue
dependent and effortful (they require WM capacity),
whereas the matrix model assumes that ideas are acti-
vated through spreading of activation. We have argued
that the matrix model can account for some of our find-
ings but would have difficulty accounting for others.
For example, the matrix model cannot account for the
effects of predictability of delays. IfnoWM capacity is
needed to activate ideas, there is no reason to expect
that distraction will interfere with idea generation. Fur-
ther, the matrix model does not necessarily predict cat-
egory repetitions to be faster than category changes,
and therefore does not predict that stimulation reduces
the response latencies of category changes but not of
category repetitions. We would therefore argue that, al-
though the matrix model has some promising features,
SIAM is a more general model of idea generation: It
can account for more empirical findings.

In sum, SIAM generates detailed and testable hy-
potheses. To test these hypotheses, we have used de-
pendent variables that are not routinely assessed in idea
generation research, such as idea diversity, cluster
length, and the ARC. We argue that this has led to a
more detailed understanding of group and individual
idea generation. SIAM can account for many research
findings, and it appeared that different phenomena in
idea generation have similar cognitive underpinnings.
Thus, our approach has two benefits: (a) a more de-
tailed understanding of processes underlying idea gen-
eration in groups, and (b) an integration of various
findings using one explanatory mechanism.

Group Idea Generation Versus Group
Recall

There are strong parallels between idea generation
and free recall. For example, in both idea generation
and free recall there is a decline in performance over
time, and there is semantic as well as temporal cluster-
ing. Further, group recall is inferior to pooled individ-
ual recall (collaborative inhibition; Basden et al., 1997;
Weldon & Bellinger, 1997), similar to the productivity
loss in brainstorming groups. Clustering in group re-
call is much lower than in individual recall (Basden et
al., 1997), which is also true for group brainstorming
(Diehl, 1991). This suggests that common mechanisms
might underlie these effects.

Basden et al. (1997) argued that collaborative inhi-
bition is due to a disruption of individual retrieval strat-
egies. Group members who overhear each other aban-
don their favored order of recall and adopt a less
effective one. However, because in the Basden et al.
studies group members also had to take turns when re-
calling items, the effect might also have been caused by
production blocking. In idea generation, Diehl and
Stroebe (1987, 1991) have shown that overhearing oth-

ers is not necessary to obtain a blocking effect: Turn
taking leads to productivity losses even when partici-
pants do not hear each other. If this also is the case in
group recall, one would expect turn taking in free recall
to have effects similar to those we found for idea gener-
ation: shorter clusters with longer delays (due to
short-term forgetting) and fewer clusters with unpre-
dictable delays (due to the load on WM; cf. Cinan,
2003). This can clearly be tested in future research.

Some findings obtained by Basden et al. (1997)
seem inconsistent with this interpretation. For exam-
ple, when they had group members recall items cate-
gory by category, they did not find the collaborative in-
hibition effect. However, group members still had to
take turns recalling items, and there should have been a
productivity loss caused by blocking. A procedural dif-
ference might be responsible for this. In brainstorming
studies, individuals and groups are usually given the
same fixed time limit to generate ideas. However, in the
Basden et al. studies, participants were not given a time
limit, but the session was ended after 30 sec had
elapsed in which no item was recalled (see Footnote 2).
In our persistence studies, we were able to show that in
the absence of fixed time limits groups continue longer
than individuals and thereby compensate (part of) their
productivity loss. Thus, had a fixed time limit been
used in the Basden et al. studies, they might have ob-
tained the collaborative inhibition effect even when
group members recalled items category by category.

Nevertheless, the effects of overhearing others may
be more negative in free recall than in idea generation.
The reason is that the number of items that can be re-
called by definition is limited to the learned list,
whereas there are no a priori limitations in the number
of ideas that can be generated. Any item recalled by a
group member necessarily reduces the number of
items others can recall and increases the chance that
another group member recalls the same item. In idea
generation this is true to a lesser extent, and this might
be the reason why stimulation rather than inhibition ef-
fects of exposure to others' ideas are found. To our
knowledge, no such stimulation effects have ever been
found for group free recall.

Future Directions

We believe that in future research it is important to
explore the dynamic properties of idea sharing in
groups. People within groups influence each other, and
that process of mutual influence largely determines
which ideas are being generated (andhow many). It may
lead to cognitive uniformity effects (e.g., Ziegler et al.,
2000), but this may not always be the case. In particular,
the dynamic process of idea sharing in diverse groups
deserves attention. When different group members
come up with very different ideas, the process ofmutual
influence is unlikely to result in cognitive uniformity
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(cf. Diehl, 1991) but may in fact increase the range of
ideas generated. Particularly in situations in which
groups interact without production blocking, as in elec-
tronic brainstorming, idea sharing in diverse groups
may have clear benefits for performance.

Second, SIAM assumes that knowledge activation
is a controlled and effortful process. Based on this
property, one would predict that situations involving a
concurrent load onWM (e.g., through dual task perfor-
mance) would interfere with the activation of knowl-
edge. Because it is presumed that the "central execu-
tive" is involved in the process of knowledge activation
(Baddeley, 1996; Cinan, 2003), any factor that reduces
the available cognitive resources should lead to diffi-
culties when trying to start a new train of thought, and
thus to fewer trains of thought. The interfering effects
of having to take notes and signing up on a speaking
list (Diehl & Stroebe, 1991) might have been caused by
the reduced ability to activate knowledge when atten-
tion has to be divided among several activities (e.g.,
taking notes, listening to others, and idea generation).
Further, it might be the case that shy people are dis-
tracted by irrelevant thoughts (e.g., trying to make a
good impression) and therefore have difficulties when
brainstorming in a group (see Camacho & Paulus,
1995). These predictions can be tested in future work.
We also think that two specific aspects ofhow people

generate ideas deserve attention. One is how people
generate search cues to activate images. We speculated
that search cues might be generated through event sam-
pling-thinking about previous experiences. This
would imply that events stored in autobiographical
memory are retrieved and used to activate images in se-
mantic memory. However, we have no evidence other
than informal observations. For example, we had stu-
dents generate ideas about how the education at the de-
partment of psychology might be improved. Many
group discussions revolved around group members'
specific complaints about the psychology curriculum:
They identified problems based on theirown experience
and then suggested ways to solve these problems. Future
research can investigate this, for example by providing
people with specific strategies to approach a problem.
A second aspect is how ideas are generated once

knowledge has been activated. We think most ideas re-
sult from fairly simple operations, such as introduce
something that is not there or change something that
causes problems. Goldenberg, Mazursky, and Solo-
mon (1999) have suggested a promising approach.
They identified a limited number of "creativity tem-
plates:" relatively simple operations that result in cre-
ative ideas. For example, one creativity template is re-
placement: removing one component and replacing it
with a new one. We think it will be fruitful for creativ-
ity research to identify the cognitive operations that
lead to creative ideas and look for communalities
among these operations.

Brainstorming in Practice

Although the main focus of this article is on theory,
we can give a number of practical recommendations. If
one wants to stimulate productivity and generate many
ideas, it is wise to keep groups with verbal idea sharing
small and, if necessary, split up larger groups. Elec-
tronic brainstorming and brainwriting are to be pre-
ferred above verbal brainstorming. People should be
encouraged to pay attention to one another's ideas be-
cause these generally are stimulating. People should
also be discouraged to engage in off-task discussion or
explaining of ideas (cf. Dugosh et al., 2000). Also,
short breaks are helpful, and productivity can be en-
hanced considerably when one distinguishes specific
subcategories of a larger problem. Finally, to preserve
working memory capacity, external storage of ideas
(e.g., a flip-over or notepads) might be helpful. How-
ever, as research by Diehl and Stroebe (1987) has
shown, taking notes itself may be a source of distrac-
tion, and it probably only is beneficial in electronic
brainstorming and brainwriting.

Brainstorming assumes that generating a large
number of ideas is good, because "quantity breeds
quality:" The more ideas are generated, the more good
ideas will be found among them. However, what brain-
storming practitioners eventually are after is a limited
number of high-quality ideas that can subsequently be
implemented. Surprisingly little attention has been
paid to the stages after brainstorming, such as idea se-
lection and implementation (but see Rietzschel,
Nijstad, & Stroebe, 2006). For practice, it is important
to know more about how to improve idea selection or
how to facilitate implementation. For example, it is not
clear whether brainstorming yields real benefits when
it comes to eventual idea implementation: Does gener-
ating many ideas lead to the eventual implementation
of ideas of higher quality? Future research should in-
vestigate this.

Conclusion

With our analysis of group idea generation we hope
to have shown that the question of "how the group af-
fects the mind" deserves further research efforts.
Group idea generation is an area in which theories and
findings from cognitive psychology (in particular from
memory retrieval) may be fruitfully applied to yield
predictions on the effects of intragroup communication
on individual level cognitive processes. Indeed, as
Hinsz, Tindale, and Vollrath (1997) argued, the utter-
ances of others may both stimulate and interfere with
mental processes of group members, which provides
"a new area to address the relative impact of process
gains (e.g., stimulated cognitive processes ...) and pro-
cess losses (e.g., interference...) in small group task
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performance" (p. 49). We conclude that integrating
theories from cognitive psychology into group re-
search brings valuable insights and may increase our
understanding of group level information processing
and performance.
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